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Abstract 
The software plays an important role in the current era of automotive development 
and the robust functionality of a software can only be achieved by following proper 
development process. The requirement engineering and the management of 
requirements are one of the key point in the software development. The requirements 
help the software developer to validate and verify the designed software. 
The Knorr-Bremse is one of the leading company in the automotive and locomotive 
industry which expertise in the area of braking system. The software department has 
been searching for a new approach in the area of requirement tracing and to 
evaluate the progress and performance of the complete system. They planned to 
design a new tool which should be able to trace the requirement and signals which 
means it should detect the new variation in the project automatically and update the 
software modules and test cases. Another mandatory functionality of tool is the 
measurement of progress and performance of complete system/project. The 
evaluation includes the quality of work of the software developer as well as the 
recording of milestones which has been achieved. 
A project has been planned for this master thesis is to develop a tool using various 
programming languages such as C-sharp, ASCET, ESRA Launcher, Graph-viz and 
XML. The purpose of this tool is to solve the above stated scientific challenge. 
The first phase is to design a tool which extracts the specific project data such as 
requirements and signals from 620 Requirement Specification files and then this data 
would search for the multi-level trace points in software and test modules based data. 
Upon successful search, the tool generates graphical representation of trace points 
for selected level of architecture. 
The second phase is to enhance the tool for measure the progress and performance 
of project selected by user. This task has been performed by developing an KPI. The 
GUI has been developed which represents the previous and current progress of 
project using famous graphical methods such as histogram, stag bar, bubble chart 
etc. 
 
Keywords: KPI, XML, ASCET, ESRA, GUI 
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Chapter 1 
1.1 Introduction 
One of the major encounters in Software Requirements Management is to handle 
traceability. Requirement traceability is sub-class of requirement management doing 
software development and system engineering. The main tenacity is to set up bi-
directional trace between requirement and software components implementation as 
well as between requirements and acceptance tests. Manual Tracing of 
Requirements can be real nightmarish and time guzzling. 
This thesis focuses on the improvement of the quality of automatic tracing the Trace-
Points. These trace points found on the basis of tracing data through Multi-sources. 
When a project is going to be assigned by stakeholder, then the requirements came 
into account. Project manager got the stakeholder requirements then it has to be 
transformed according to system which calls then System or Customer Requirements 
[1]. On the basis of these requirements project is going to be started. Software 
modules implementation starts to accomplish these requirements and has to be 
tested. Some requirements are just system requirements and others are software 
requirement which needs some logical structure (done by Software developer using 
ASCET), which compromised by some input and output signals. One software 
module can accomplish more than one requirement and one requirement may be 
partially done in different Modules. These issues resolved logically by software 
engineer, which makes it more complex and critical. In such cases, necessitation of 
re-using software modules can be increased. Redevelopment issue has to be 
handled as well. So tracing is the best option to avoid from such kind of ambiguity. 
Tracing the data from the start of customer requirements to the creation of software 
modules and furtherly to test cases becomes the major part for organization. 
Manually checking of implementation of requirements to software modules and 
checking that these software modules are furtherly interlinked with other software 
modules on the basis of their output signals is really hectic, complex and time 
consuming job. 
To achieve the ultimate goal, this thesis is divided into several phases. The first 
phase is to check already available traceability tools. Traceability of data is a huge 
field and to find trace points automatically is not exactly feasible. As opposed to 
these manual tracing tools, an automatic tracing tool was required. The second 
phase is to check whether the available tools work on required data sources and 
generate proper results as required. The third phase is to make an easy tool which is 
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easily approachable, usable and amendable. To overcome all these necessitations, 
ADMAT tool came into existence.  
1.2 Motivation 
Over a long period of time, industries are using manual or semi manual tracing of 
data which is time consuming and complex. If someone need to append a particular 
module then it needs to be known that what will be the effect on other software 
modules and Test Cases. If engineers need to do it manually then it is going to be 
messy and challenging. A tool was required which does not only create the trace 
points automatically but also provides the best KPI. 
The best way of tracing the data is data mining. Many products used by industries 
could not be able to do data mining and data tracking again and again from several 
resources. It is very important to have repeatedly focuses on data in order of small 
change and to achieve the best optimization. To optimize the best results and 
comparing the projects eminence and status are also the great necessitation of 
modern era. 
ADMAT provides desired level of architectures of trace points. These architectures 
are really helpful in order to get the linking information between software modules 
and their complexity. Requirement tracing is one of the main features in industries. 
So it is important to get to know that which requirement or even signal is fully traced 
partial traced or still untraceable because of no implementation.  
1.2.1 Cost Effectiveness 
The existing tools are not much cost effective as this tool can be. While implementing 
other tools, User needs to do the things manually. It took time to approach number of 
traces manually. It is difficult to check requirement and then trace it in the database 
and after tracing, found further trace points can create some artifacts. But suppose if 
there is a tool available which does not only provide the facility of automatic tracing 
but also give the information of the projects on the basis of their performances. 
Moreover, it could be able to select multiple data files and to trace from the 
requirement specification to the end. It could save lot of cos and time of the end user. 
It will definitely save the cost of the company. It also makes the sense to work in such 
a way that these all capabilities are going to be done in one tool.  
1.2.2 Modernization and Comfort 
ADMAT will bring the Requirement tracing in new era. Before engineers need to do 
everything manually. They need to put lot of effort to check if the requirement is 
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implemented in which modules and then they need to find test cases. Things do not 
finish here then they need to trace the further modules which can be interlinked with 
these modules and which test cases are interlinked with current test cases of the 
requirement. It is going to be really complexed and time consuming if the engineer 
will start by itself and find all the traces by own. It is quite difficult task to do it and 
when it will be started the engineer will go in such deep search where it can be more 
complexed and engineer can be lost because sometimes modules are so interlinked 
with each other so it become difficult to trace all the modules on the basis of output 
signals. One thing will straight away come into mind that there is the necessitation of 
a tool or a feature in a tool in the industry from which user could easily trace all the 
modules and test cases when it is required for Requirement management, 
Requirement change or Requirement Update.  
1.2.3 Performance Indicator 
After having nice trace point, A new idea came into account that from these tracing of 
data performance of the project can be calculated which can help the users. It can 
help them to understand what is the performance going on a particular project. To 
check the performance, it is necessary to get to know more about the Requirements 
and how the requirements will behave after implementation. So, it is necessary to get 
to know how the project will go in the future or what is the current situation of project 
and what ae the necessary steps to be taken to speed it up. If the user, project leader 
and project manager could evaluate the performance of the project and could easily 
get the current percentage of the project completion information then they can plan 
their further proceedings with the project in better way. It can help them to update or 
change required to be implemented in the project. It gives them particular set points 
which help them to check the progress of every project which is evaluated through 
ADMAT. 
1.2.4 Encounters 
In the modern era, For the improvement of Automotive industries it has been 
mandatory to modernize the ways of vehicle manufacturing. It has been important to 
carry up with modern development and to cope with other industries. The work time 
is decreasing and work capacity is increasing. The things are getting automatic 
instead of being manual. It is necessary to think about some nice ideas and 
implement them to improve the work load. For converting the tracing from manual to 
automatic it was not so difficult to extract exact information from the big data bases. It 
is a big challenge not only to extract data fast but also correctly. Nowadays, 
industries have the eye to trace the data accurately and optimally. In order to trace 
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the requirements and signals there is needed to cope with multiple data bases at a 
time. Some data bases can contain different kind of data which also contains some 
ambiguities which are needed to be handled. When you have to access different kind 
of multiple data files then more issues can occur in the way. It becomes more difficult 
to not only access the data but also to get to know which data needed to be extracted 
and which needed to be released.  
The other main challenge is to deal with the huge architecture. After accessing 
multiple data files and multiple kind of data it is needed to be created multi-level 
architecture. It is important to make such architecture which are easily 
understandable and approachable for the user. 
A big project can contain more complexity which can be more difficult to resolve while 
implementing the Requirements. One example of Mecca-Medina project of knorr-
Bremse is shown in Figure 1.0.1: Mecca-Medina Standard Train Unit [7]. It is not an 
example of big and complex project but it is just to show how the project can be 
complexed like train. 
 
 
Figure 1.0.1: Mecca-Medina Standard Train Unit [7] 
 
1.3  Vision of Future 
The traces can be helpful to find more solution in the agile development of the 
vehicles. It can fasten up the work. It takes away the load as talked earlier. While 
making the trace points, it copes with the need that if requirement is getting changed 
and it is affecting multiple modules then it can be thought that it can automatically 
can be corrected as instead of just detection. In case of tracing software modules 
and its test cases it can be extended to resolve the issues regarding changes. 
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Changes need to be figured out and software will be extended in such a way that the 
changes will automatically not only notified but also provides the user some nice 
suggestions. This can not only help the software engineer who will implement the 
requirement but also the system engineer who will test the software modules and 
requirements. 
As ADMAT is also working on KPI, so it can help the user in that feature too. It can 
provide the user some nice results and explain the project performance. But it can be 
enhanced in future so it could not only trace the nice graphs and basic calculations 
but also could tell the complexity of the project or requirements which needed to be 
more focused and probability of the project completion. This need to be more on the 
basis of probability. It is very important to get to know to happy your customer as 
well. Sometimes project can be more complexed then expected which needs some 
more concentration and resources as well. So, it will be a nice addition in the future. 
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2  State of Art 
The market of Requirement management and requirement tracing tools look heavily 
over-soaked, but new tools are constantly entered even because of difficult trading 
conditions. All tools are developed on the basis of fulfilling some requirements for 
different industries. 
 
2.1 Agile development 
The last decade or two were ultimately been attention-grabbing for software 
development methodologies. Agile development, Test driven development, extreme 
programming and along with variety of tools changed the attitude and still changing 
the way how software development is done. It is definitely clear that both developing 
and owing a software product is exaggerated by constant need for change. During 
the course of software development project, it is customary that requirement 
specification modifications even 30% or more. If there is need to change the 
requirement then it is needed to be constantly traced the data in order to get to know 
where the other changes are also required. It is necessary to have a good tool then 
to trace the data. Manually it can be very messy especially when one software 
module is quite complex. As we know software modules created on the basis of 
Requirements and these requirements can be complex to handle in one software 
module. In contrast, one software module can occupy multiple requirements too.  
2.2 Manual Approach 
In order to trace the data, manual approach has been used since the development of 
software. This approach style has been improved gradually. But still this approach is 
really complex, outdated, time consuming and costly. Tracing of data or data mining 
is important work, but if you are making tracing or doing it manually then someone 
need to spend lot of time if the software is complex and layered.  
If an engineer starts manual tracing, in order to find some changes or need to trace 
data in order to get to know the information for software then this is going to be a big 
challenge. Firstly, it is needed to get to know that a particular requirement is fulfilled 
by which software module or software modules. Requirement can be implemented 
partially on different software modules which is mostly depends upon the complexity 
of requirement prepared by Electronic System Engineer. After knowing the number of 
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modules and their information, they need to get to know through ASCET v6.2 that 
what does this software module and test cases composed of. These software 
modules and test cases mostly do some logic development which contains number of 
input and output signals in order to achieve requirements. So it is necessary to 
extract that information too, because the tracing can be done on the basis of input 
and output signals. Architectures built by knowing that which output signals of 
software modules tend to make input signals of other software modules and so on.  
 
2.3 Complex Approach 
This approach is also the part of manual approach. When the requirement found its 
software modules and then it is needed to find more traces on the basis of this 
software module. Suppose this software module contains ‘x’ number of output signals 
in which ‘y’ number of output signals can furtherly be traced in other software 
modules. This can be said as 1st level architecture or 1st level of tracing. But the story 
does not finish here. These ‘y’ number of signals which are finding further software 
modules, may find ‘z’ number of modules as in figure [2.1]. In which every software 
modules must have some output signals. These output signals can find more traces 
in the form of software modules. So, number of traces and number of modules 
depends upon output signals of the software module traced. So, when we reached to 
2nd level architecture then the architecture is already too big to handle manually and 
for “check and go” condition. In this case a particular design frame is required which 
shows proper architectural trees in order to see the traces. 
• Using ASCETv6.2 for this purpose can be very complex and time consuming. 
Someone needs to check every signal and its linked software modules. When 
the architecture will big like 5th or 6th level then more problems arises like to 
look back and forth again and again.  
• In this way, someone can miss the data or can be stuck while searching for 
every signal, because every signal may find more than one module and keep 
in mind these modules may have more complexed output signals. 
• The other main problem is to go through all software modules and test cases 
in order to trace one output signal of a particular software module. In this case 
someone needs to search again and again which software module has this 
signal as input signal and whether ii has tested as well or not. So it requires 
unspecified time and cost. 
• In the written requirements document (620 Requirement Specification word 
file), the data could be un-synchronized with the database. This mostly 
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happen when the requirements documents are not completely finished. If the 
requirements updated or changed, the entries in database must be edited to 
reflect the changes. This is tiresome, time-consuming and error-prone.  
 
Figure 2.1: Simple 2 level architecture design for understanding layered architecture [3,4] 
2.4 Trends 
The market of Requirement tracing tool has been over-saturated. All tools give each 
other tough competition. The tools which are not expanding according to demand of 
customers are vanishing every year from market. But every tool has its pros and 
cons. Let’s see the tools available in market and their demands. 
• Some tools which are really cheap, open source and available in market are 
ReqT, Specification Wizard and Trackstudio and many more. They are really 
cheap but out dated too. Some of them even do not match with the 
necessitation of modern era. 
• While a year or two ago all agile tools avoided the word “Requirement” but 
now they are capturing and tracking requirements in a new agile way.  New 
tools in market as Agile project management Tools, blurring the peculiarity 
between supervising the project through requirements and managing projects. 
Tools making this trend are RequirementPro, DOORS and Scrumwise etc 
[27]. 
• Many Automotive companies have different kind of databases. Tools trying to 
integrate with existing documentation e.g. by processing Microsoft office files 
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and not demanding imported closed data bases. Such tools are modern and 
more likeable by many automotive industries. ReqView is one of the example 
which import ReqIF files from DOORS.  
2.5 Core Capabilities 
According to the modern trend and different approaches, some features must be 
essential for the tool for proper requirement tracing. Following features considered 
vital for Requirement tracing tool. 
• The tool must be able to handle multiple data resources, some projects could 
contain more than one files which contains requirement specification. It is also 
important to get the exact file in order to extract information of requirements 
and their implementation. 
• In the Requirement document (620 Requirement Specification files1), tool 
must be able to distinguish individual requirements. In a single Requirement 
specification document there can be hundreds or thousands of requirements, 
which need to be recognized and tracked independently by the tool. 
• Only extracting the requirement is not enough for tracking the data from 
database but also it is more necessary to track the information about the 
requirement and get to know that how it is going to be implemented. E.g. 
Figure 2.2: Requirement specification of 620 Requirement Specification.doc 
file of knorr-Bremse [7]. 
 
Figure 2.2: Requirement specification of 620 Requirement Specification.doc file of knorr-Bremse [7] 
 
                                            
1 620 Requirement Specification files: These file or files contain the information of the particular project 
Requirements and Customer signals. It also tells how the requirements must be logically implemented. 
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3 Automatic Data Mining  
In order to trace the data, Data mining will be the first step. It is necessary to know 
that among big data base which data is needed to be extracted and whether a 
required data base is accessed or not. Data mining through different sources is not 
so easy. It needs tons of iteration to extract particular requirements, Signals, 
Software modules, Test Cases and their relations etc. Someone needs to provide 
such platform where users could only select the data bases although it has different 
number and different kind of files. Among these files, it is important to get to know 
that which data is needed to be extracted. First of all, it is important to extract 
Requirements in order to carry tracing.  
 
Figure 3.1: General Workflow for requirements elicitation, system specification and development [5] 
 
3.1 Safety Requirement Specification  
After talking to customer and asking their needs, requirement engineers specify the 
requirements in order to make a good braking system. The basic goal of writing 
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requirements is to build understanding of the system to be established or used. The 
different stack holders of a system could be an external customer (e.g. Siemens, 
Alstom, Hitachi etc.), electrical System engineer (ESE), Software Developer, or a 
person smearing the validation process. See Figure 3.2: Stake holder of the software 
development process [3] 
 
Figure 3.2: Stake holder of the software development process [3] 
  
Each stake holder has different views or needs of the system. Some basic viewpoints 
can be following. 
▪ External Customer must elaborate that I need this particular system. 
▪ Requirement Engineer must understand the needs of customer. 
▪ Is this system replicates the exact needs of the customer (Validation). 
▪ Is the system works as implemented (Verification). 
▪ Software developer will check how this system should behave. 
 
3.1.1 Requirements Abstraction 
In this section, the requirement elicitation shows the workflow of the customer 
interview. The requirement Engineer shall investigate the customer’s needs. 
Therefore, the ESE shall interview the customer in order to build a common 
understanding of the system to be developed for the customer. RE will check if 
indicated functionality comprises error and check if better solution can be provided to 
the customer has requested, after writing the Requirements and Analysis. The 
workflow of the RE for the customer interview is as follows: 
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▪ Interview the customer to get clear and individual understanding of the 
customer needs. 
▪ Requirements specifications have to be written 
▪ Investigate the present requirements specifications and check if the errors 
have been familiarized during the editing process or better solutions can be 
delivered to the customer. 
▪ Always keep in mind the standards and Norms and check it against criticized 
standards. 
▪ Check above all if any questions arise from the requirement engineering 
process. 
 
Figure 3.3: Generated activity diagram out of the customer needs including improvements [3] 
Requirement Engineer has to think about standards and norms, in order to make the 
requirement error free. Requirment engineer can not surpass the norms and 
standards. It is mandatory to follow the norms and standards for the sake of not 
surpassing the safety conditions. Requirement engineer must be in contact with 
customer again and again in order to make the clarity about requirements.After that it 
is necessary to overview the requirements and then write the requirements in 620 
Requirement Specification file. Which will be the end file to use by software engineer 
to implement these requirements. 
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Figure 3.4: Requirement Engineering workflow [5] 
  
3.1.2 Activity Diagram 
An activity or state diagram is created for each functionality after or during 
understanding the customer needs e.g. holding brake. Out of this diagram the 
requirements can be “aroused”. An example is stated to show how to build an activity 
or state diagram of the system. See Figure 3.4: Requirement Engineering workflow 
[5]. The customer needs the following functionality. 
 If the Train line is active the holding brake should be in active state. But only if 
the respective MVB signal is valid. The system shall check if the Brake Step is 
greater or equal five, and if it is less, it should apply brake step 5. 
 
Out of these lines the following activity diagram can be created. See Figure 3.4: 
Requirement Engineering workflow [5]. The activity diagram shown in Figure 3.4: 
Requirement Engineering workflow [5] is the base for generating the requirements. In 
this state, the first version of the requirement specifications can be produced. It 
should contain only requirements regarding the system. At the end of the 
requirements engineering process all undertakings of the system shall be defined so 
that the software implementation phase can be started. 
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3.2  Writing Requirements 
For writing the requirement same golden rule is going to be applied as for 
Requirement engineering. The system has to be understood before writing the 
requirements. These rules are mandatory to follow because these rules are important 
to make fault proof Requirements.  It is important to follow the rules while writing 
them because in other cases some later issues can be arisen.  
3.2.1 Introduction 
Four major points are described which can cause problems for all stake holders: 
▪ Poor Assumption: Writing the requirements from the customer based on 
documents (Email, Scopes etc). Make reasonable assumption if it is not 
possible. 
▪ Wrong syntax/Wording: Use this document. 
▪ Over Specifying: To write new requirement, it is mandatory to check whether 
same requirement already exists. 
▪ There are requirements which are not debated very often (e.g. the state of the 
BCU can be: ON | OFF | INIT). But they have impacts on the train, therefore 
they had to be specified. 
▪ A requirement must not be unverifiable. For example, a requirement says, 
“The system must be easy to use”. This statement is nor verifiable. A 
statement must be specific so it can be tested through the development 
process. 
▪ The requirements must focus on what need to be done, not how to do it. 
3.2.2 Atomic Requirements 
The requirement should only be written in given patterns. There are 2 patterns given 
for writing requirements Universal Requirement and Requirements with condition. 
Universal requirements are written as: 
 
The <actor> shall <action>  
Example: 
The BCU shall contain of Requirement with condition, State-driven Requirements, 
event-driven Requirement and trigger requirement.  
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To write the requirements with conditions, Engineers need to apply in according to 
following rule. These rules are very important while writing requirements. Someone 
can not overlook these rules while writing the requirements. These are the main rules 
defined in knorr-bremse. Requirements can be rejected in case of violating these 
rules. 
Requirements with condition: 
 
State-driven: 
 
Event-driven: 
 
 
<trigger>: 
 
Comparison 
 
Signal Processing 
 
3.2.3 Wording 
3.2.3.1 Usage of Bits and Bytes  
A changeover of the state of a bit shall be defined as: 
0 -> 1 = SET 
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1 -> 0 = RESET 
Bit is either logical 1 (TRUE) or logical zero (FALSE) 
 
Figure 3.5: Usage of bit as SET/RESET mode [9] 
 
This rule is lawful for all sorts of bits and regardless of their meaning on the Train. 
e.g. TRUE for UB-Loop means UB-Loop is closed. In the SW Requirements there are 
only TRUE and FALSE. The system function is defined in the external TA…/200 or 
equal. This is the general way of writing the name of the document in knorr-bremse 
which contains the information regarding project. 
3.2.3.2 Usage of rising/falling edge 
When we write a signal then it can be written in the form of edges which can be rising 
or falling as show in the following example 
 
It can be seen in ‘A’, it was False in the first part and becomes True in the second 
part. So it is improving which means it is rising edge. While in ‘B’ it is True in the first 
part while it is False in the second part which means it is getting True from False. In 
case of ‘B’ it will be called as Falling edge. 
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3.2.3.3 Classification of the Layers 
 
Figure 3.6: classification of layers on Network level [9] 
 
 
This rule set shall be authorised for the SW Layer. For the physical layer denote to 
the TAXXXX/200 & /230. The Application layer shall be fulfilled according to the 
requirements for the system. The pair of SET and REST can only appear mutually in 
one document. If a SET or RESET is alone it has to be assumed that the according 
SET/RESET is switched on Ubat = 0. 
3.2.3.4 Rules for Bytes, word o double word 
The wording for Bytes shall be WRITE. 
Bytes can only be written, whether with any value or with 0. But it must be a number 
which will be transformed in binary to use for it. Byte always be counted in the form of 
binary numbers. 
Following information are essential for each byte, bit set, word and so on: 
 
▪ MSB_LSB  
▪ Exact size 
 
Example: 
 
Figure 3.7: Example to show the wording structure for Requirement [5] 
3.3 Requirement Elicitation 
In this section, the advantage of state diagram could be seen. Every transition can be 
taken as single requirement for ESE. This step is to get the requirement on the basis 
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of logic. The elicitation of the requirement could be possible if the requirement has to 
be followed according to some rules as described in the logical way by system 
engineer after having long discussions with customer. A good example has been 
explained in 3.3.1. But these rules are based on the ISO 26262 safety critical level. 
These rules are general defined rules in Knorr-Bremse in order to make the breaking 
systems of Rails and Vehicles. Without following the rules Requirement could not be 
considered as error proof requirements. So, Every requirement which will be written 
in 620 requirement Specification file must follow this rule otherwise that Requirement 
is unsable. 
3.3.1 Example Holding Brake 
Let’s take the example of Holding brake and write some correct requirements. Two 
examples have been shown in the Figure 3.9: Requirement text in requirement 
specification [9] and Figure 3.10: Requirement Text in requirement specification [9]. 
 
Figure 3.8: Activity diagram of the customer needs including improvements [9] 
 
1. After train line is activated, the BCU shall read the train line. 
2.  the MVB (incl. valid signal) 
3. The SW shall check if the signals are consistent 
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4. If the signals are consistent or after generating the error message, the SW 
shall check the actual brake step. 
5. In case of inconsistent, signals the SW shall generate an error message and 
send a message to the MVB. 
6. If the brake step is < 5 the SW shall switch it to 5. 
7. If the brake step is >=5 then the SW had to apply the holding brake. 
On the basis of above points these requirements can be extracted as shown in the 
Figure 3.9: Requirement text in requirement specification [9] and Figure 3.10: 
Requirement Text in requirement specification [9]. 
 
Figure 3.9: Requirement text in requirement specification [9] 
7.  If the brake step is >= 5 then the SW had to apply the holding brake. 
 
Figure 3.10: Requirement Text in requirement specification [9] 
3.3.2 Avoid Weak Words 
Following words are not allowed while writing requirements. It has been stated in the 
Error! Reference source not found.. It is clarifying the words which could not use. If 
someone use these words then it will not be a complete and true requirement. That 
requirement will be considered as False not only thoroughly but also systematically 
as well. 
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Table 1: Words which makes requirements unstable [9] 
 
3.4 The Iterative V-Model 
 
Figure 3.11:Software development process V-model [9] 
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It starts with the “Stakeholder Requirement Process” shown in the 3.1 and 3.2. After 
that the requirements are examined be the requirements engineer and the idea shall 
be proven. The system design process includes the recording of the customer needs 
to the corresponding technology to be used (EP2002, ESRA or ESRA Evolution). 
When the corresponding technology is being selected the software is being 
implemented. The successful software test by verification and validation confirms the 
workflow. 
During software development or testing it can happen that an case (error, 
improvement) is found, either in the requirements specifications or the implemented 
software. This case needs to be organized either by the ESE in the specifications 
and/or the software developer. When the case is closed in the requirements 
specification, the software implementation needs to be adapted. After that the 
verification and validation process has to be started again with adapted tests w.r.t the 
updated requirements specifications. This workflow we call” iterative” V-Model see 
Figure 3.11:Software development process V-model [9].  
3.5 Requirements Table 
In Table 2: Requirements as table after all steps to carry from 3.1-3.4 section [5], it is 
shown that how different requirements can be made and how they handle signalling. 
It can be clearly seen that different Requirements are going be dependent on the 
various variables. If the Requirement R.0009 needs to be True then V#Variable4 and 
V#Variable6 will be True. In every different requirement, the case is different which 
shows every requirement contain different logic on the basis of different demands in 
the project which has been settled in the meeting of system engineer and Customer. 
These are all logically planned according to the needs of the breaking system of 
related project. 
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Table 2: Requirements as table after all steps to carry from 3.1-3.4 section [5] 
 
3.6  Requirements Flow Chart 
In this section, a flow chart is represented for showing the requirements elicitation. 
It can be clearly seen in the Figure 3.12: A flow chart to show how the requirements 
are being created [9]. This is the purely logical based diagram which needs to be 
based on the requirements This diagram is telling the way how the system and 
requirement will behave when they needed to be written. While writing the 
requirement it is also needed to get to know how they are going to be implemented 
for the software engineer. Because some of the requirements can be complexed but 
some of them can also be interlinked. In that case, it is better to define every 
requirement clearly so it could easily be differentiated how the requirement is going 
to be behaved when it is going to be implemented.  
In the Figure 3.12: A flow chart to show how the requirements are being created [9], 
R.0022 is not independent requirement. When it will be implemented then it has to be 
completed after D.0019, R.0021 and R.0020. It can clearly see that D.0019 is the 
requirement to be completed as Driver Activity 1. It is needed to be implemented on 
such references. For the requirement R.0020, it is required to do Driver Activity1 
before implementing Driver Activity2 for R.0020. Same for R.0021, it is depending 
on R.0020 because of waiting the completion of Driver Activity2.  
These kinds of Requirement are dependent requirements which are depending on 
the other requirements indirectly because of their logical implementations. It is 
important for software engineer to get to know all this information before 
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implementing the requirements because this information will give the idea how they 
need to be implemented and in which modules. These all can be implemented in one 
software module or can be implemented in different software modules which can be 
linked through some signals or activities as shown in the Figure 3.12: A flow chart to 
show how the requirements are being created [9]. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12: A flow chart to show how the requirements are being created [9] 
After going through  the whole flow chart of interlinked requirements, it is needed for 
software engineer to get thorough the whole information of the Requirements before 
implementing the requirements on the software modules. This will helpt he software 
engineer to implement the requirements in good way and to decide where they 
needed to be implemented and which software module. 
Software modules made on the basis of proper go through to the whole project and 
specially their logical views written in the other column of every requirement. This is 
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mostly based on the input and output signals [16]. These input and output signals are 
basically the logic which tells how the requirements are going to be implemented on 
the software module. 
This chart is depicting the way how the requirements are going to be made by 
system engineer in the most simplified way. The connectivity between the different 
requirement has shown in the chart in order to get to know more about requirements, 
Requirement tracing can be very fruitful. Requirement tracing can be useful to check 
the interlink between software modules which are based on reuirements written in 
620 Requirement Specification file. These software are made on the basis of 
requirements, which make them interlinked with each other. So, requirement tracing 
is the best way to trace reuirements for these software modules. 
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4 Concept 
The basic concept to do tracing for the requirements and the signals is to find 
whether particular requirement has been implemented. If it has been implemented 
then it is required to check whether it is tested. After checking all this, it is required to 
find the trace points in software module and Test Cases as well. For doing this, it is 
required to find requirement in the requirement list of software modules and test 
cases and then get the information of related software modules and test cases.in that 
information Input and output signal list will be provided [15,16]. Output signals will be 
used to search as input signals for other software modules. Then this can be called 
as 1st level tracing of requirement. If the software modules found by the output 
signals have more outtput signals then they will be checked as input signals of other 
software modules. If they matched then this will be 2nd level of tracing and vice 
versa. 
4.1  Basic Concept 
Requirement tracing is the process of making logical links between requirements and 
the system implemented.and tested. It is the ability to describe the life of 
Requirement in both forward and backward direction. First of all it is necessary that 
system engineer must write the requirement in fine-grained fashion [14]. It is 
mandatory to give every requirement a unquiness and identity. There must not be 
any bullets or etc as written in 3.1. It is really important to extract the data of 
Requirements of particular projects very smartly. Now it is needed to find the trace 
points for the requirement as discussed in 4. 
Suppose a requirement has been traced and now it is required for system engineer 
to change the Requirement as the software engineer was not setisfied while 
implementing that requiremen so it will b reuired to have a look again on that 
requirement and others requirements too if it is interlinked with the requirements as 
shown in the Figure 3.12: A flow chart to show how the requirements are being 
created [9]. In that case it can be required to change the requirement. So after 
changing the requirement it can affect the other requirements too. So it is necessary 
to get to know how the change can affect the other software modules and test Cases. 
Because it can effect the other software modules and test cases [15]. But if someone 
will start to check manually then it is going to be very complex and time consuming.  
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4.2  Necessitation 
The basic necessaity of the ADMAT in Knorr-Bremse is to built a tool which provides 
the proper tracing. The tracing for the Requirements in which it can be trace where 
the problem can occur if a small or big change occurs. To tace the requirements 
among all the data base is necessary to get to know about the Requirement 
implementation and testing. It is quite necessary to understand whether the change 
in Requirement will affect the whole system generates by using ASCET from 
software engineer or it can effect the Test Cases, tested by system engineer. Before 
that, Knorr-Bremse was using Yakindu which was not only expensive but also could 
not be able to provide the exact results as desired in proper architectural form [27]. 
So it was madatory to get some kind of formation while making the trace points which 
does not only provide the exact lond architectural tracing of the data but also provide 
a particular GUI in which it could be easily traceable.  
One other main requirement of the Knorr-Bremse was to get some results when the 
project is in progress, to check the current situation of the project. Team leaders and 
Management was eager to get such kind of results in which they could easily check 
the progress of the project and they don’t need to ask to every engineer again and 
again. So ADMAT helps the user to evaluate the current and previous performance 
of the project. 
4.3  Criteria 
The main criteria to approach the necessitation of the tool is to search the whole data 
regularly and continuously for the sake of creating more trace points. After extracting 
the data of Requirements for the algorithm then it needs to search from the ASCET 
based data of implementation and testing. So every Requirement will check its 
sftware modules and test cases. It is further story whether it could find or not which 
depends upon the implementation and testing. If requirements traced their modules 
then they need to trace further software modules and test cases on the basis of 
logical implementation. 
On the other hand, In order to chek the KPI of the projects it is necessary to check 
whether particular requirement has been implemented. If it has implemented then 
whether it has been tested or not. In that case, Requirement is completely 
implemented . So it will check how much requirements has been completed from 
previous project usage comparison. So it will be quite easy for someone to check the 
performanc of selected projects. 
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5 ADMAT v4.0 
 
Figure 5.1: ADMAT (Automatic Data Mining and Tracing Tool) v4.0 [24] 
 
Figure 5.1: ADMAT (Automatic Data Mining and Tracing Tool) v4.0 [24] is showing 
the first look of the ADMAT. This tool is very easy to use and handle information quite 
easily. The main feature of the tool is tracing but it also provides you the performance 
and future perspectives as well. It is very useful and easily to use. It requires just few 
information of project and will provide the user with its desired tracing and 
performance of projects. This tool has many attributes. Some are given as follows: 
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 Requirement Tracing: Requirement tracing was needed to get to know how 
the system is behaving after implementation and test cases. It does not only 
give information that the requirement has been implemented and tested as 
well. It also provides the information of interlinked software modules. How they 
can affect each other if a small change is going to happen and vice versa. It 
has been explained in detail in 5.1 
 Signal Tracing: This also works like Requirement tracing but the main 
difference is that it will start from customer signals instead of requirements. It 
takes also information from 620 Requirement Specification files and then it 
utilizes this information to extract information of customer signals in the 
document. After that it provides the user desired level of architectures of 
tracing. It has been discussed in 5.2 in detail. 
 KPI Review: This is actually key performance indicator. It provides the 
information to user how the project performance is going on and how it can be 
improved. It is one of the important features of the tool. It also needs the same 
files to be loaded by user. It can use older information if user doesn’t provide 
the latest documents. It delivers the user information that which requirements 
and signals have been completed, partially completed and un-complete. It 
gives the project performance indication as well. It provides information that 
how much total requirements and signals has found and what percentage is 
completely traced, partially traced and Un-traced. It is also discussed in 5.3 in 
detail. 
 Project Performance: As discussed in 5.4. This is very nice feature to see the 
performance of the going on project. It shows nice graphical vies which shows 
the project performance on weekly basis. It is helpful for the project leader to 
get to know that how much project is finished and how the progress on a 
particular project is going on. 
 
This tool also contains some other nice feature which mostly provides the help in 
reporting, Tool usage, Help providing, Tool Refreshing and print particular 
information.  
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5.1 ESRA Launcher 
 
Figure 5.2: ESRA Launcher to convert implemented and Module test data in XML [24] 
This is one of the most important features of the tool. Without this feature, it is not 
only difficult to do tracing but also impossible. In this feature ADMAT will get the 
information of Implemented Software modules and Test modules. Mostly companies 
of modern era are using some tools to implement software modules and to test them. 
So, Knorr-Bremse is using ESRA Launcher. This is very important and useful tool for 
the company. This almost fulfils all the requirements to check the implementation and 
Module Test. This tool is interlinked with sub tools like ASCET, Module Test, PDB 
etc. This contains the information of implementation, Module Test and Software and 
hardware integration test too. There is necessary to get access on data base and 
convert this data into some useful info0rmation or for easy access to data for 
ADMAT.   
5.1.1 .ESRAZ set File 
In this feature the file of .esraz will be loaded, in order to get the information from 
ESRA database. This is really important feature of tool. Without loading the 
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information regarding project, it is going to be impossible to trace the information. 
This is actual database. It will help to get the information about project. It will provide 
all information regarding how many and which boards are there for this particular 
project. This data is not going to be used directly. This information is a bit 
complicated to use directly. One other main issue is that it will not load the 
information of Module Tests. User can just press ”+” and select the particular .esraz 
project file. This file mostly contains the information that which project contains the 
software modules for this particular project. This the important task to do in order to 
load the data of particular selected project before getting the trace points for 
requirements or signals. 
5.1.2 Module Test 
In this step, User needs to enter module test information. This needs a bit careful 
work for user. User needs to open project in ESRA Launcher and have to select the 
definition View from the Module Test tab. It will show the all boards which 
contained by selected project. Then it is necessary to export .xml files of every board. 
User must careful because it is better to generate all boards xml’s in order to extract 
all information as shown in Figure 5.3: Exporting Module Test data .xml files [19]. 
Then it must be saved in a folder. User must press ”+” to open OpenDialog() to 
select the folder. After selecting the folder, the main work to select files will be 
finished and it is necessary now to generate proper .xml file, which will be used for 
further tracing. This does not only provide the information available for requirements 
implemented software modules but also the Test Cases information too. 
 
Figure 5.3: Exporting Module Test data .xml files [19] 
 
In the Figure 5.3: Exporting Module Test data .xml files [19], it can be seen that this 
QRNG project just contain 5 boards. It is required to right click on every board and 
then select Export to xml option to get the listed Module Test information of the every 
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board of related project. This must be saved in one folder. So, when user select the 
folder it will be quite easy to extract information. 
One other possibility if the user does not want to put Module Tests information then it 
can be skipped. But user can’t see the Test Cases while tracing. It can be skipped in 
case of Module Tests are not available yet. But it is necessary to put the folder of MT 
Export if someone does not use this option then the information regarding modules 
and Module test will not remain in the generated file. In that case user could not trace 
the information for the requirements or the signals.  
When there is no information available in the data file then requirement could not find 
in which module it has been implemented and then how this module is linked with 
further software modules. It is not only for module but also for the test cases as well. 
Because the information regarding the test cases is also can be exported by the MT 
export file. Test cases are also the information which contains requirements, Input 
Signals and output signals. After loading both files then it will be possible to pass the 
data for generating the xml file as shown the Figure 5.4: Generated Report Modules 
and Test Cases information [20]. This is the information which furtherly being used to 
find the traces. Suppose if the requirements have been extracted from 620 
Requirement Specification files but there is no information where these information 
has been implemented and tested then what we need for tracing and get the 
information regarding implementation and testing. This is the first and main step to 
follow up the tracing because this is the trace points data finder file.  
 
5.1.3 Generating XML Report 
In Error! Reference source not found., it is clearly depicted that the project QRNG 
contains 5 boards. These 5 boards have information regarding Software Modules 
and Module Tests. Now this data is available in .xml file. It can be easily accessible 
and readable too, each module Contains information of Requirements, Input signals 
and Output signals as seen in Figure 5.5: Exported XML Contains Requirements, 
Input and Output Signals info [20]. These boards are based on the complexity of the 
requirements which need to be implemented after making of 620 Requirement 
Specification files. QRNG project contains 5 boards, so it means software engineer 
found some complexity while implementing requirements. While implementing 
requirements it is necessary to check by go through the information manually that 
how to implement these requirements and how to make different boards on the basis 
of going through the information logically through the 620 Requirement 
Specification files.  This is all done by software engineer who decided to implement 
these requirements and which project needs how many boards and how every board 
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will react and which board will contain which software modules and which 
requirements will be implemented on particular software modules. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Generated Report Modules and Test Cases information [20] 
As discussed in 3.6, the requirements are responsible to generate the software 
modules where these requirements are going to be implemented. So, when boards 
information will be available then it required to extract the information of software 
modules and Test Cases which are also required for tracing the Requirements and 
signals. Every board can contain different kinds of Software modules which are 
actually made by inspection method by software engineer as shown in the Figure 5.4: 
Generated Report Modules and Test Cases information [20]. It has been shown that 
a board contains the all modules and Test Cases information which have been 
implemented and tested on that particular board. If one of the software module and 
Test Case is checked which contained the information of Requirements, Inputs and 
Output signals which have been implemented in particular software module and Test 
Case as shown in the Figure 5.5: Exported XML Contains Requirements, Input and 
Output Signals info [20].  
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Figure 5.5: Exported XML Contains Requirements, Input and Output Signals info [20] 
 
In the Figure 5.5: Exported XML Contains Requirements, Input and Output Signals 
info [20], Requirements list will contain the whole number of requirements which are 
implemented completely or partially in that particular software module. As discussed 
before Requirements can be implemented partially on the basis of compleity or 
dependency on other Requirements as shown in the Figure 3.12: A flow chart to 
show how the requirements are being created [9].  
Input and Output signals list can also be seen, which contains the list of input and 
output signals which have been used for the implementation of these Requirements 
listed in the Requirement list. These list of input and output signals is going to be 
furtherly used to make trace poingts. Because these have to be seen that if the 
output signals of the software modules are the input signals then they are intelinked 
software modules and test cases. It is going to be traced on the basis of the output 
and input signals. Because it means that output signal is being used as input signal 
of other software module.  So it is denoted that these software modules and test 
cases are interlinked, so the modules and test cases are complexed ina sense of 
same signals. Which can effect the other software modules when a small change 
occurs in requirements. 
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5.2 Requirement Tracing 
 
Figure 5.6: Requirement Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further architectures and required 
files [25] 
 
In this feature, it is required to find the trace points on the basis of Requirement. 
Figure 5.6: Requirement Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further 
architectures and required files [25] is showing the GUI for the Requirement Tracing 
in which every part is separately defined in different sections. In this section, it is 
denoting the way how the Requirement tracing works from start to end. The 
important thing is to extract data and then find correct tracing without losing 
information. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the whole procedure of 
finding the trace points from project specification to implementation to testing. It is 
going to start by loading of “620 Requirement Specification .word files”. For handling 
big projects, more than one file can be loaded. After loading the files, the algorithm 
will check whether it is the perfect data which is required to extract the information. 
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 Mostly “620 Requirement Specification files” have data in the form of tables. So it is 
quite easy to move table by table in order to avoid reading the whole data. In case of 
finding correct table, the algorithm will generate an xml with the name of 
“Conversion.xml” and all the requirements and their customer signals are going to be 
stored in “Conversion.xml”. It will be helpful for user as user can check this 
information. This data is not useable as it is required to generate the xml. But it will 
purify by using some “methods” as written in algorithm. It will be discussed more in 
5.2.2.  
After writing the data in “Conversion.xml”, it was required to sort the requirements. 
There can be hundreds of requirements so it can be difficult for user to find the 
requirements and then check its traces. It can also consume more time. In order to 
get rid of complexity and to save the time of the user, an algorithm is provided to sort 
the data. But user must keep in mind, this is all done before finding any trace points. 
To sort the requirements software will load the “Conversion.xml”. It will generate a 
new file with “sorted.xml”. In order to sort a sorting algorithm is needed. The main 
issue is to check different kind of Requirements. This is discussed in more detail in 
5.2.2.    
This “sorted.xml” file will be required to generate the specified no of traces for 
particular requirements. But user needs to load the information which contains the 
information about software modules and test cases. For this purpose, user needs to 
load ESRA generated xml files as exported in 5.1. After loading these files, user can 
choose level of architectures. According to which the trace points are going to be 
found for each requirement found from “620 Requirement Specification file”. User can 
choose the specific location where the file can be saved. After that the file can be 
accessed by user and traces will be found as seen in Figure 5.6: Requirement 
Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further architectures and required files 
[25].Total number of traces can be seen in the GUI of ADMAT v4.0. 
5.2.1 Requirement Extractor 
Requirements Extractor works on the basis of data files load. It needs the specific 
files to be loaded to extract the exact requirements and their data. These files are 
called 620 Requirement Specification files. Data can be extracted by writing the 
particular algorithm by accessing the files which are selected by using the “Plus” 
button. The most important questions are: 
 Which format of data is provided 
 Which data is useful among the whole project 
 Does it contain the required data 
 Are the columns in order and required columns allowed to be extracted 
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 How the software can understand this is the required data to be extracted. 
 Extraction of all data which required if found without losing information. 
 Are the requirements mixed or separated 
One of the exemplary data is given in Figure 5.7: 620 Requirement Specification file 
data to extract Requirements [10]. 
 
Figure 5.7: 620 Requirement Specification file data to extract Requirements [10] 
 
The main task is to extract this data table among the whole big 620 Requirement 
Specification file. To extract this data, it is necessary to go through the whole file and 
check the data table by table. But extracted table name can be varied in different 
projects. Instead of given specifications, some engineers like to use other names like 
Customer signals, SchnitstellenSignale etc.  
Error! Reference source not found. is specifying the logical way to importing data 
and to save the files location in order to export particular data from the files. It is 
needed to clean the data gird in order to save new files. User can easily observe the 
files selected and can delete if selected wrong files or want to see fewer files. In case 
of choosing wrong file User will get ErrorMessage(). After clearing the data grid, a 
Dialogbox() will demand for selection of files where user can select multiple files by 
Multiselect() option. After importing file software will store this information in the local 
memory by randomly allocating the memory for the Arrays. 
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5.2.2 XML converter  
In order to extract data and to convert it in separate useful data, XML data files are 
being used. XML converter will convert this data in XML data files to find further 
tracing and so on. To extract this data, it is needed to follow some steps and to omit 
data ambiguities. It is needed to be converted in XML files. Which users can easily 
access and utilize if needed. It is also very important to use this data for further 
tracing. XML data file can be easily access and readable to find trace points. 
To convert data after extraction form 620 Requirement Specification file, it is needed 
to extract the correct information. For this algorithm must be correct to get true 
information from 620 Requirement Specification .Word File. The Requirements 
and their specification are saved in 620 Requirement Specifications in the form of 
tables. So, it is necessary to extract exact table to get correct requirements and their 
customer signals.  
After accessing the data, it is needed to be purified. Because the data contained 
some obscurities which needed to be omitted in order to save the information in XML 
file. The table will contain two columns in which one column is for Requirements and 
other is for customer signals. Requirements can be merged if they have common 
signals. It is needed to split requirements and to find the other signals too as shown 
in Figure 5.8: XML file contain 620 Requirement Specification file required data [20]. 
After saving information of requirements and their related customer signals in 
Conversion.xml, Software will create another file with the name of Sorted.xml. 
Every requirement will be saved in increasing order in the sorted way in the.xml file.  
It was necessary to convert the data in the form of XML. Because without extracting 
the useful information it is quite difficult to use the data and other main reason is that 
this data is not in a particular order. It is needed to use particular algorithm to sort out 
the data especially for Requirement. It will help the user to understand how to deal 
with data. Otherwise, user may need to have a deep search to locate a particular 
requirement. Sorting algorithm is being explained in Figure 5.9: Sorted xml file 
according to Requirements from 620 Requirement Specification file [20]. But before 
that it is required to extract this information as in Conversion.xml so the algorithm 
could use it easily and can generate Sorted.xml. 
5.2.2.1 RESULTS 
Figure 5.8: XML file contain 620 Requirement Specification file required data [20] is 
showing the file which imports Conversion.xml file and export Sorted.xml as result 
file to use for Requirement tracing. One best feature of sorted file is that it will save 
requirements in increasing order with customer signals which are being used by 
particular requirement. The main idea to give the user the information that every 
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requirement contains which customer signals. As before user need to find it manually 
that which customer signals related to particular Requirements. 620 Requirement 
Specification .Word file contains information in table according to customer signals. 
But in Sorted.xml file the information will be saved according to requirements. Now 
this file is going to be used to find trace points in 5.2.3 and for signal tracing in 5.3. 
An example of a project generated Sorted.xml file is given in Figure 5.9: Sorted xml 
file according to Requirements from 620 Requirement Specification file [20]. It can be 
clearly seen that every requirement contains its related signals. Requirements are 
sorted in increasing order from least to highest. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: XML file contain 620 Requirement Specification file required data [20] 
In Figure 5.9: Sorted xml file according to Requirements from 620 Requirement 
Specification file [20], it is easy to understand for every requirement. Because these 
all are in particular order whicha re easy to read and use as well for the user. It is not 
only the way, but alos it is the easiness for the user to acquire the data in good form 
instead of being in trouble in any case of searching for particular requirement 
thorught the whole file as shown in Figure 5.8: XML file contain 620 Requirement 
Specification file required data [20]. 
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If the data is available in Sorted form then it becomes easy for the user to understand 
but also using the info instead of seeking the 620 Requirement Specification file 
generated by system engineer. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Sorted xml file according to Requirements from 620 Requirement Specification file [20] 
5.2.3 Loading ESRA based XML  
From above chapters, we can only get the information of project. From Sorted.xml 
file we will just get the requirements and customer signals information. Now this 
information needed information regarding the implementation, Test-Cases and their 
integration test of Requirements and signals. This information is stored in the form of 
.esraz file and ASCET database. This information is provided in .xml files. As 
generated in 5.15.1. The xml generated by 5.1 will be used to trace the requirements 
and signals. After generating the .xml file on users provided location, it is needed to 
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be loaded here to trace the requirements. User can import multiple files here. 
Suppose user generated fewer boards information using ESRA Launcher then user 
can load more than one file which are generated afterwards. The files which have 
been selected will be shown in Datagridview(). User can manipulate the documents 
by selecting and deselecting of files. 
5.2.3.1 RESULT 
One example of data file is shown below in Figure 5.10: Loading ESRA launcher’s 
generated .xml file [21]. Now it is quite easy to see the information contained in 
particular module which can not only used easily but also it is quite easy to find the 
trace points of selected level of architecture. Every module contains the whole 
information of Requirements, Input signals and output signals. In this Requirements 
node contain the information regarding all requirements implemented in the particular 
software module. In Input signals, information regarding all signals applied as in put 
in this software module are listed. Output signals node contain all the output signals 
used for the implementation of this software module. Test Cases has the same 
information as software module. Test Cases are the tests written by Test engineer for 
testing the software modules and vice versa.  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Loading ESRA launcher’s generated .xml file [21] 
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5.2.4 Traced XML 
This is the main feature of requirement tracing. These files have been generated in 
previous chapters, which will be used. These files will help to generate the .xml file of 
tracing whole project requirement tracing. After loading 620 Requirement 
Specification file and ESRA based .xml files, User can use the button Traced XML to 
generate whole project’s requirement tracing. Before seeing this file are traced 
complex data. It is important to get review what kind of tracing and in which form it is 
going to be shown. 
This tracing will be based on Requirements, which were extracted by 620 
Requirement Specification file. Every requirement will see for its module in the 
ESRA based .xml and find its test cases too. After finding software modules, they will 
search for further interlinked software modules. Same procedure will be repeated 
with Test Cases. It will be furtherly debated in next chapters. But keep in mind every 
software module or test case can find further software modules and test cases on the 
basis of their input and output signals. In that case the hierarchy can be extremely 
big to handle. To not make the hierarchy more complex for user, ADMAT will ask to 
user how much level of hierarchy the user required. To select the hierarchy level and 
for further information lets study 5.2.4.1. 
 
5.2.4.1 Selection of Hierarchy Levels 
This option is given as in Figure 5.6: Requirement Tracing GUI to find trace points for 
making further architectures and required files [25]. Before user start tracing the 
requirements. ADMAT will ask by user to provide the number of hierarchy levels the 
user wants to see. It is important to know that information. As there can be thousands 
of requirements and if we provide the tool general level like 7 or 10 then it will take 
much time to find the all trace points for all requirements. As it has been discussed it 
is data mining, data mining is so deep to find the exact and all trace points. User can 
select any number of hierarchy levels and then these numbers of traced architectural 
level are going to be found. Some projects can be so complexed that it could find 
millions of trace points and to write these millions of traced points it is required to wait 
for many hours or it could take some days. In Figure 5.11: One of the complex 
project example to find trace points [6], one complex example can be seen while 
finding trace points of 6 level architectures of a project. It took almost 38 hours to 
generate the xml file and to provide all information of trace points. 
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Figure 5.11: One of the complex project example to find trace points [6] 
If we check every coming new technology then it is mostly based on optimization of 
the tool or the feature of the tool. So, it is very important to get to know what is going 
to be optimized and at what extent. So, for this cause it is important to get to know 
what is the total no of execution has to be performed for a particular feature or all 
feature of the tool. This tool will calculate the total number of traces when it needed 
to count all the trace points. It will calculate it and it will also show that how much 
trace points have found totally in particular project. Hence in the Figure 5.11: One of 
the complex project example to find trace points [6] has been shown the total number 
of trace points found when a project process for 38 hours.   
 
5.2.4.2 Trace Points Finder 
After selecting the no of levels to be found in trace points, user can select the button 
Traced XML. This will initiate the process to find the traces points of every 
requirements present in Sorted.xml file. It will start the process by ensuring that the 
ListBox() is clear or not. If it is not clear then it will remove tall the items from list. It is 
necessary to clean in order to fill and see new requirements and Signals which are 
being used. After clearing list, it will start reading the files which were stored in local 
database when they were loaded in 5.2.3. These are the main files which are going 
to use the trace points. These files contain the information regarding requirements 
implementation and testing. But it is necessary to get to know that which 
requirements are going to be checked for implementation, testing as well as tracing. 
The data of requirements of particular project is going to be extracted by local 
memory when it saved in 5.2.2. The XML files which were exported from 620 
Requirement Specification files. So now we have both data access. It is ready to 
find trace points. 
Even before executing the algorithm to find trace points. It is important to know that 
how much requirements are there and how much expected time they can take. For 
this purpose a ProgressBar() can be seen in Figure 5.6: Requirement Tracing GUI 
to find trace points for making further architectures and required files [25]. In that way 
the algorithm will be optimized. ADMAT will open Sorted.xml file and read one by 
one every element and count the total number of requirements. The total number will 
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be saved in int Total_req_count and total number of customer signals will be saved 
in int Total_sig_count.  
After counting the number of requirements, ADMAT will ask the user to give the 
location to save the final file after tracing the information. It will help the user to save 
it in their selected location and it will be easily accessible for the user. Suppose user 
chose the name of file to store on that location is 
Requirement_tracing_projectxxx.xml. After getting location information, algorithm 
will start reading Sorted.xml file. It will take the first requirement and then it will write 
the data in user defined location .xml file. If it will be signal then it will just write the 
signal element beneath particular requirement, as it is requirement tracing not signal 
tracing.  
This requirement will now eager to be traced. To trace the requirement, it is important 
to get to know how much trace point hierarchy is needed to use. The user has 
already chosen the level of hierarchy in 5.2.4.1. So, algorithm will take this number 
and pass it to the classes which are being used to find trace points. Now algorithm 
will use the ESRA based .xml files to find the module and its input and output signals. 
Figure 5.12: 1st level hierarchy of tracing requirements [22] is clearly showing that 
the modules contain information of Requirements, Input signals and Output signals. 
First of all, algorithm will search if this requirement which was read by Sorted.xml file 
is also one of the requirement in the list of Requirements in ESRA base.xml file’s any 
module data. Then it will read the whole module data including Requirements list, 
Input Signals and Output Signals. It will be written on the user selected location .xml 
file. Keep in mind that any requirement can be implemented partially in different 
software modules. This is decided by the software engineer that in which software 
module which requirements are going to be implemented. So, requirement can find 
more than one module. It will write all its modules and their related whole information. 
This is called 1st level of hierarchy in ADMAT as shown in Figure 5.12: 1st level 
hierarchy of tracing requirements [22].  
5.2.4.3 RESULTS 
An example of ILINT project of Rails and Vehicle is shown in which it has shown that 
Requirement R.0003 is implemented in Diag_SigInkonsistent_K2 software module. 
It has Test case with the name of R.0003_SBS_ausgeloest_WgA_K2. So, this 
requirement is completely traced. In software modules and test cases as well there 
are the nodes of Requirements, input signals and Output signals. In output signal list, 
the signals which can furtherly be traced has shown in the form of folder and others 
are fixed elements.  
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Figure 5.12: 1st level hierarchy of tracing requirements [22] 
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Figure 5.12: 1st level hierarchy of tracing requirements [22] is showing an .xml file 
generated for 1st level architecture of tracing for requirements. It is the result which 
will show to the user if user selects level number 1. It can be seen that user will get 
that which project is selected and then requirements and which requirement is 
implemented in which software module and which are its test cases. In this 
Requirement R.0003 found one module Diag_SigInkonsistent_WgA_K2. This 
module contains the whole requirements lists which are implemented in this software 
module. It also contains the input and output signals which the module is using. The 
output signals which have yellow folder element they trace further modules as seen 
in Figure 5.12: 1st level hierarchy of tracing requirements [22]. 
DIA_SIG_BREMSSOLLWERT output signal is being used as input signal of 4 other 
software modules. The same tracing is done for test cases. 
If level is chosen >1 then it will find further traces. To find further traces there will be 
no need of requirements now. When all requirements will find their related software 
modules then it is just required to carry on with this information to find more trace 
points. Now ADMAT will check for the output signals of every software modules. 
Signals will be checked one by one. For every signal, .xml file will be opened for at 
least once. It will check whether that signal is input of any other software module. If 
any signal is being used as input signal of other software modules then their 
information will also be written in the XML according to the signals. Then Software 
Modules and Test Cases will carry their trace points search according to selected 
hierarchy level. One simple example is shown in Figure 5.13: 4 level hierarchy xml for 
Requirement R.0004 [22].  
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Figure 5.13: 4 level hierarchy xml for Requirement R.0004 [22] 
 
In Figure 5.13: 4 level hierarchy xml for Requirement R.0004 [22], the different levels 
have been highlighted. This is an example of ILINT project. Requirement R.0004 
contains one module which furtherly explaining its other implementation by 
requirements list. Among output signals few of them are furtherly traced as input 
signals in other software modules. These signals can trace further software modules 
and these software modules may have more traced signals. So, it will be non-ending 
or feedback software modules. It will be even more complex with the passage of time 
so it is needed to be stopped at one point. So, user has the opportunity to select his 
own level of hierarchy to see enough architecture of software modules and Test 
Cases. Same progression will be repeated for Test Cases.  
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5.2.4.4 Total Trace Points Finder 
In Figure 5.6: Requirement Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further 
architectures and required files [25] it can be shown point 5.2.4.4, in which user will 
get the information of total trace points found in the repository of the project. It is very 
important to get to know for optimization of the projects. It can be helpful to get a brief 
idea about the complexity of the project. It is very important to get to evaluate the 
total number of trace points found in the whole process at the end. Because it will not 
only dive the idea of searching the data but also the total effort put by algorithm to 
find the selected level of architecture to generate the trace points. 
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5.3 KPI Review 
 
Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the development progress and to find traces points for selected 
nodes [25] 
 
KPI Review has become one of the most needed features for modern era. It is 
required by user, team leader and project manager too. It does not only provide 
complex architectural tracing but also helps the user for taking account the project 
development. It was very difficult to get to know the project progress. Now it will be 
quite easy to get to know that how much project has been completed and what 
progress is going on for the project. It also provides the user information which 
requirements and signals are completely traced, partially traced or still un-traced.  
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This feature is very simple to use, easy to understand and easy access to targets. 
Before that our focus was to find out that how different software modules are 
interlinked and how can they affect each other if a change is required and more on. 
But KPI does not only provide this opportunity but also it provides the overview and 
status of Requirements which concisely related to the project. If the Requirements of 
any project has been implemented, tested and reviewed then it means project is 
almost complete. So KPI review provides user the option to check the status of 
particular requirements and even customer signals in the project.  If the Requirement 
is completely traced then it means it has been implemented, tested and reviewed as 
well. In Traced it means that the requirement or signal is implemented but not yet 
tested.  
User can easily just click the button and check if it is completely tested then in which 
module it has been implemented and check its Test Module as well. By using 
checkboxes(), user can select some items and find their traces according to 
selected hierarchical level as shown in Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the 
development progress and to find traces points for selected nodes [25](4.3.3). This 
GUI will also provide the user information regarding the percentage of work has been 
done.  
5.3.1 Preliminary Preparations 
It needs same file as needed in 5.2. In Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the 
development progress and to find traces points for selected nodes [25] it has been 
shown that it needs to perform the same step as it has been performed in 5.2.1, 5.2.2 
and 5.2.3 respectively.  It needs to load 620 Requirement Specification file if user 
required. If user once has loaded that file and extract Sorted.xml file then this step 
can be skipped and user just can carry on from the next step to load ESRA based 
Report XML file. As this file, contains the information of all software modules and 
Test Cases. This data will be loaded in the local database of the software. 
 
5.3.2 Generating References 
In this section, our main purpose is to make traces in that way so that we just check 
no of modules and its Test cases. We will write the information in Datagridview(). 
This data grid is designed in such a way that every requirement and signal contains 
checkbox and an additional button too. 
First, we need to know what will be happen after loading the data. Data will be 
extracted from the local data base. That data will be all XML’s which are required to 
get the information of project requirements and their customer signals and the 
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software module information with Test cases. To generate references and their 
status it is needed to see separately whether requirements and customer signals has 
been implemented. If they have implemented then it means this requirement is 
present in any list of any software module. After checking the implementation of 
Requirement or the signal then it is required to check whether it has been tested and 
reviewed or not. For this purpose, algorithm will check the presence of the 
requirement in the requirement list of Test Cases for requirement testing. It will check 
in input signals list for the customer signal status. Requirements and Customer 
signals can be occurred in multiple software modules and test cases but for the 
status it is just required to get to know the status so if the requirement has been 
implemented in any software module then we just need to check whether the 
software module has its test case or not. If it does not have then it is Traced-m, which 
means it is partially completed.  
As discussed above while adding items in the rows of DatagridView(), an empty box 
and a button will be generated in every row for every element. The main purpose of 
the box is to select item and see just only the traces of particular item as discussed in 
details in 5.3.2.2. The button feature will be discussed in 5.3.2.  
5.3.2.1 Reference List View 
To see the reference list view, it is important to clean the previous list view if it 
occurs. After clearing the data grid, first we need to get access to the requirements 
and its customer signals. As mentioned in 5.3.1 it will be available in local data base. 
So ADMAT will access the local database and will read every element one by one. If 
it is readied as requirement or customer signal then ESRA based XML files will be 
opened and algorithm will start reading these files.  
It is important to make logic to get to know that requirement or customer signal is 
present in both software module and Test case. For that algorithm will initialize two 
separate integers for module and test cases as 0. Now the main issue is to get to 
know that if requirement is read then how algorithm will get to know that whether it 
has been read by Test Case or software module. To get this information two more 
integers for module and test cases initialize as 0 too. Now the algorithm will check if 
the element is read as “Modules” then ‘1’ will be added to the module integer. It will 
add ‘1’ if it founds Test Cases to test integer. Before finding the ending element of 
both Test cases and Modules, if requirement found then their particular integers will 
be incremented. At the end both integers will be checked.  
If any requirement or customer signal found greater than 0 module and more than 0 
test Cases then the requirement will be added and it will be turned as green in 2nd 
column of the same row as given in Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the 
development progress and to find traces points for selected nodes [25]. In other case 
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if requirement is just found in software module then it will find value of m greater than 
0 but t will be 0. So, this is the case of not test requirement or signal. So, it will be 
turned yellow as specifies in the Figure 5.15: Status significance of Reference List 
[8].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.2.2 Selecting Nodes 
In Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the development progress and to find traces 
points for selected nodes [25], it can be clearly seen that there is an option in the 
data grid to select a particular node this option is very important. The node like 
Requirement or signal which will be chosen will appear in the box. The number of 
nodes will be chosen and number of items will be presented in the list. This list can 
be cleared when it has been used by using an option of ‘Clear’ as highlighted in the 
Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the development progress and to find traces 
points for selected nodes [25].  
The other main selecting criteria is to click the button which can be seen in front of 
every node in the 4th column. If someone will click a particular button then the 
requirement or signal presented in the 1st column will show its implementation and 
test cases if occur. As discussed in 5.3.2.1, some requirements can be completed 
and some can be traced and vice versa. It can be seen by this button. If the Signal or 
Requirement is completely traced then it will show in the tree in which software 
Module/s it has been implemented and which Test cases are there. This is one of the 
important feature in which user just directly see the implementation as well as 
Testing. This tree will only show the first level of architecture in which it just provides 
the information of the selected nodes.  
Traced-M 
This Selected signal or requirement is found in Test Cases as 
well as in Modules. 
Significance 
Completely 
Traced  
Selected Requirement or signal has only been implemented in 
Modules but not Tested. 
Un-Traced 
 
Selected Requirement or Signal could not trace any Module or 
Test Case.  
Status 
Figure 5.15: Status significance of Reference List [8] 
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5.3.2.3 Total Nodes Counting 
In this section user can easily understand which Requirements and Signals are 
captured by the 620 Requirement Specification file. It will also provide the total 
number of nodes. Which will help to calculate the completion of the project. It is 
important to get to know so algorithm could get to know in order to check the KPI of 
the projects. It also provides the user to get to know how much project can be long 
and how much things need to be done in order to complete the project. 
 
5.3.3 Tracing Selected Nodes 
This is also one of the useful and helping feature of ADMAT. In this feature user can 
choose the particular customer signals or Requirements of its own choice and they 
can be traced by selecting this option. This is very interesting option because in 5.2 
and 5.4, it can be seen that all requirements or signals are going to be traced of their 
chosen number of levels. But if the user just wants to see just one requirement or 
some signals to be traced then this option is really good to find the trace points of 
your own chosen level and particular selected nodes. It can provide the user the 
ease to access particular requirement or signal. If the user just need to see one or 
two requirements then he does not need to go through the whole data of 
Requirement tracing. So, it is really helpful to find trace points of selected node.  
After selecting the node use just need to select the number of level and then press 
the “Trace” in order to find the trace points of particular nodes. As it has shown in the 
Figure 5.16: Selected nodes trace points by ADMAT v4.0 [21]. 
 
Figure 5.16: Selected nodes trace points by ADMAT v4.0 [21] 
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In Figure 5.16: Selected nodes trace points by ADMAT v4.0 [21] it can be clearly 
seen that user selected two requirements and one signal. After selecting the level of 
architecture when user pressed the Trace Points then it generates the XML file as 
shown in the Figure 5.16: Selected nodes trace points by ADMAT v4.0 [21]. 
Requirement R.0751 and R.0005 both are implemented as well as tested. So they 
contains the modules as well as test cases information. The customer signal 
SBS_Ausloesung_WgB is also completely traced so it contains both information for 
modules as well as. Figure 4.16 is only showing the way of selecting requirements 
and signals. To see the further tracing Figure 5.13: 4 level hierarchy xml for 
Requirement R.0004 [22] can be followed. It will find the trace points in the same 
way. So Figure 5.13: 4 level hierarchy xml for Requirement R.0004 [22] will be the 
follow up of Figure 5.16: Selected nodes trace points by ADMAT v4.0 [21]. It can be 
seen that in Modules and Test Cases information user can fine the trace points of 
their selected nodes.  
 
Figure 5.17: To show the different possible architectural levels of particular Requirement [17,18] 
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In Figure 5.17: To show the different possible architectural levels of particular 
Requirement [17,18], A nice big 4 level of architecture can be seen. It is showing the 
hierarchy wise the trace points found from the data base of the ASCET and ESRA 
launcher. It is showing just those output signals for every software module which can 
be furtherly traced. Every next level is based on these signals which are becoming 
the input signal for the upcoming software modules. 
5.3.4 Project Calculations 
After getting information from the 5.3.2.3 about the total number of requirements and 
signals in particular project, it is also possible and useful to get to know how much 
requirements and signals are completely traced and vice versa. The information can 
be gotten by the 5.3.2.3 and 5.3. It is needed to calculate the number of completely 
traced while executing 5.3.2.1. So, it is very necessary to add a counter for every 
condition as given in Figure 5.15: Status significance of Reference List [8]. ADMAT 
will calculate the separate counters for every condition. After adding and calculating 
every counter. ADMAT will calculate the percentage with every condition and will 
provide this information in the particular box as labelled in Figure 5.14: KPI Review 
GUI to check the development progress and to find traces points for selected nodes 
[25](4.3.4). Suppose ‘x’ number of Traced-M nodes found in particular project. The 
total number of nodes ‘total’ as been calculated by 5.3.2.3. So now it is only needed 
to use the following formula. 
 
Percentage-Traced = 
𝑥
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
∗ 100 
 
Percentage-total can be the floating data type so it is needed to be string in order to 
write it in Textbox(). When it is going to be calculated then it is going to be written for 
every particular text box to present the total project calculation. This will help the user 
to give an idea to get to know the latest performance of the project and how much 
effort is required to approach for the completion of the project. It is very important to 
get to know the performance for further execution on project which helps team leader 
of the project as well. Project leader can easily access the tool and get to know the 
exactly percentage of work has done. 
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5.4  Signal Tracing 
 
Figure 5.18: Signal Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further architectures and required files [26] 
 
In Figure 5.18: Signal Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further architectures 
and required files [26], it is clearly shown that specification and XML folder are same. 
Even if we closely observe then we can see that it is almost the same GUI as for 
requirement tracing. The initial tasks like   Requirement extractor, XML converter and 
Loading ESRA based XML are same as depicted in 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 
respectively. Tracing the Signals is almost same as Requirements. But the basic 
difference is that there will be signals which will be traced instead of Requirements 
though. While making the files from Conversion.xml to Sorted.xml, it will remain 
same. If User has already has converted the 620 Requirement Specification file 
data through any tab then it does not require to go through the whole step and 
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convert the files again. Now we will see the one and final step to access the Signal 
traced XML file.  
 
5.4.1  Traced XML 
This is the main feature of Signal tracing. These files have been generated in 
previous chapters will be used. These files will help to generate the .xml file of tracing 
whole project requirement tracing. After loading 620 Requirement Specification file 
and ESRA based .xml files, User can use the button Traced XML to generate whole 
project’s Signal tracing. Before seeing this file are traced complex data. It is important 
to get review what kind of tracing and in which form it is going to be shown. 
This tracing will be based on Signals now, which were extracted by 620 Requirement 
Specification file. Every Signal of particular Requirement will see for its module in the 
ESRA based .xml and find its test cases too. After finding software modules, they will 
search for further interlinked software modules. Same procedure will be repeated 
with Test Cases. It will be furtherly debated in next chapters. But keep in mind every 
software module or test case can find further software modules and test cases on the 
basis of their input and output signals. In that case the hierarchy can be extremely 
big to handle. To not make the hierarchy more complex for user, ADMAT will ask to 
user how much level of hierarchy the user required. To select the hierarchy level and 
for further information lets study 5.4.1.1. 
 
5.4.1.1 Selection of Hierarchy Levels 
This option is given as in Figure 5.18: Signal Tracing GUI to find trace points for 
making further architectures and required files [26]. Before user start tracing the 
requirements. ADMAT will ask by user to provide the number of hierarchy levels the 
user wants to see. It is important to know that information. As there can be thousands 
of requirements and if we provide the tool general level like 7 or 10 then it will take 
much time to find the all trace points for all requirements. As it has been discussed it 
is data mining, data mining is so deep to find the exact and all trace points. User can 
select any number of hierarchy levels and then these numbers of traced architectural 
level are going to be found. Some projects can be so complexed that it could find 
millions of trace points and to write these millions of traced points it is required to wait 
for many hours or it could take some days. In Figure 5.19: One of the complex 
project example to find trace points [26], one complex example can be seen while 
finding trace points of 6 level architectures of a project. It took almost 38 hours to 
generate the xml file and to provide all information of trace points. 
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Figure 5.19: One of the complex project example to find trace points [26] 
 
Figure 5.19: One of the complex project example to find trace points [2 is showing 
that when the level of architecture will be increased then every level can have more 
than squared of the previous level total architecture. This no was found while tracing 
7-level architecture. Suppose if it goes 10 level then it will be uncontrollable and 
repeated. In that case user can get stuck. So, it is recommended to see the level of 
architecture till the traces are repeating.  
 
5.4.1.2 Trace Points Finder 
In Error! Reference source not found., it is marked that if we write the element as 
ID – Signal and Signal- ID then the flow chart 4.5 will also work as same as it works 
for Requirement Tracing. As it has been stated that the Requirement Tracing and 
Signal tracing both are same but small difference is the start will be taken by 
customer signals instead of requirements. This can be clearly seen in Figure 5.20: 
Signal Tracing ILINT project difference from Requirement Tracing[20]. 
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Figure 5.20: Signal Tracing ILINT project difference from Requirement Tracing[20] 
 
5.4.1.3 Trace Points Finder 
In Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the development progress and to find traces 
points for selected nodes [25] it can be shown point 5.3.1, in which user will get the 
information of total trace points found in the repository of the project. It is very 
important to get to know for optimization of the projects. It can be helpful to get a brief 
idea about the complexity of the project. It found ‘965873’ trace points, which is quite 
large amount. This is only 3 level tracing. If it will increase then more trace points will 
be found. 
5.5  Project Performance 
In 5.4 we read about Key performance indicator. In which it does not only provide the 
information regarding the performance of individual nodes but also the whole project 
performance by calculating the nodes of particular project. Now it is necessary to 
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calculate the project performance to evaluate how the project is proceeding with the 
passage of time with the start. A project can prolong from 6 months to 5 years as 
well. So, it can be checked weekly or on monthly basis. It can help to the project 
leaders to get to know that what is the current and previous performance the project 
had. To check the project performance is the important task because it gives you the 
idea how is the project performance is going. Whether is going in positive direction, 
Stable or negative. To see an example how can this can be shown to user in order to 
see the progress of requirements completion in a particular project like show of 
‘QRNG’ in Figure 5.21: Showing the line chart to see progress of project [25]. 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Showing the line chart to see progress of project [25] 
 
In the Figure 5.21: Showing the line chart to see progress of project [25], a line chart 
can be seen in which project performance can be seen. It is clearly showing that with 
the passage of time when the engineers work the green line increased as it is 
showing the line for completely traced Requirements and signals. Yellow line is 
showing the nodes of implemented signals and requirements but they need to be 
tested yet. So, it is sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing because it 
depends on the test engineer that how much requirements need to be tested yet. 
Software engineer has implemented more requirements but they are in queue to be 
tested. The red line is showing for the un traced requirements which is decreasing 
line. It was maximum before but with the passage of time it decreases when the 
requirements started to be implemented and tested. This graph is showing on the 
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basis of weeks. If the project is big and crossing the particular limit then it can be 
seen on the basis of months as well. It is not only available in Bubble chart as shown 
in Figure 5.22: Project Performance in Bubble chart for QRNG [25] and as Bar chart 
in Figure 5.23: Bar Chart project performance for QRNG [25]. 
 
 
Figure 5.22: Project Performance in Bubble chart for QRNG [25] 
 
In Figure 5.22: Project Performance in Bubble chart for QRNG [25], the project 
performance can be seen in the form of bubble chart. This bubble chart is showing 
also how is the project progressing towards the completion. How the bubble chart is 
also very useful to tell the user to check the progress of the project. The progress of 
the project can tell the user that how can project can be carried out in future. Project 
leaders and mangers can take into account of the performance of the team on 
weekly or monthly basis. It will tell the user how fast the work must be done and with 
the current speed when the project can be finished. 
This is also the same project and same results but this is also one of the way to tell 
the user about the progress of the particular project. This feature is not only the 
project performance checker but also it is the guider for the user as well. Suppose 
the performance of the project has been stable from 1,2 or more weeks then project 
manager or leader can understand and get the idea that the particular implemented 
or tested requirement is complicated on which the engineers are currently working. 
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This can provide help to the user to help its other colleagues in case of complex 
Requirement implementation and Testing. 
  
 
Figure 5.23: Bar Chart project performance for QRNG [25] 
 
Error! Reference source not found. can express even more things to the user. It is 
stacked bar chart which can show user in different way how the things are going. 
This is another kind of representation. If we see according to future prospective then 
these all kind of representations or calculation of the project performance can be 
more useful. The customer can be curious to be updated about is project. So, this 
tool can easily help the customer to get to know about the project. It just required to 
load the particular data files related to the project and ADMAT will do the rest.  
This can be the next era in Rails and development for the customer as well as for the 
employer. Because there is need to check the performance indication of the projects. 
It can be useful to get to know that if the project is not progressing then how long 
does it take to finish the project. It can be extended in a way that it checks whether 
the current performance is enough complete the project on particular time. It can tell 
the user what kind of steps could be taken in order to proceed the project in positive 
direction and to complete it on the time.  
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5.6  Tool Miscellaneous 
ADMAT also provides some smart features as well. It helps the user to print the 
information which is showing on the screen. It is important sometime for the user to 
print the information which is available on the GUI. So, this option is available which 
can be used any time to print the information on the GUI. It helps the user to get 
some documentation and some specific information which is required to analyze and 
need to use again and again.  
Sometimes ADMAT can get stuck. It happens when large number of processes 
started at once and some are in queue in that case user can refresh the tool just by 
using a cool option in the home button. This option just refresh the tool. It does not 
start the tool from beginning. It just refreshes the tool like refreshing in the window, in 
case of some trouble in processing while using ADMAT. 
It also contains the help option which can provide the user the ease how to use the 
tool and provide the link to open the user guide which is required to use the tool. It is 
really important to read manual before using the tool because it becomes difficult to 
understand if someone is not familiar with the tool. It also leads the user to the user 
guide to use the ADMAT.  
Reusing the same project can be important in case of user need to use the previous 
projects again. Instead of asking the user, to load the data files again and again. It is 
better to provide the user which useful option like to save last three used projects and 
when customer need to load the previous project among these three it could save the 
time for the user and load the files quickly and give user the ease of using the tool. 
These projects will not require any further information and do not require to complete 
every step from start to end. User just need to use the tool as it is used before after 
loading the files. 
In KPI, when we see the tracing for every requirement and customer signal as shown 
in the Figure 5.14: KPI Review GUI to check the development progress and to find 
traces points for selected nodes [25]. User can use the Right click option and can 
easily see two options as provided in the tool. The first option is to generate the 
report for the user for selected project. It will generate the pdf as report for whole 
Requirements and Signals. User can easily print all information from pdf as well. It 
can help the user to save the info. Second option is the properties in which user use 
can see the proper understanding for the generating KPI’s for selected project. This 
all is to help the user and give the ease so it could be easy to see the tracing and 
provide user the facility to use in the form of documentation.  
One other main feature to Renew the whole work. If user select this option then it will 
give the user the ease to load others project and renew the whole window as shown 
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for the previous GUI. All data and files will be lost for previous used project and user 
can start from the first step. User does not require to close the tool and reload again. 
It will just the matter of using one option and algorithm has been set to clear all the 
data automatically. But user must keep in mind that Refreshing and Renewing the 
tool are different options. Refresh button will just refresh the tool and work will not be 
lost. While Renew will renew all the work and clean up the whole data from GUI. This 
tool providing such kind of all features to help user in better way and to make the life 
more easier for user. 
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6 Results and Evaluation 
In this chapter, Master thesis results and evaluations will be depicted. Scientific 
challenge given by Knorr-Bremse has been achieved successfully. The main goal of 
this chapter is to see whether the required task has been achieved or not. ADMAT 
will extract the data from the .doc file as loaded by the user. This data will contain the 
information of the whole project. Requirements and Customer signals will be 
extracted through the data source. Now ADMAT will ask from user to load the .xml 
file which contains the information regarding implementation of software modules and 
Test Cases. This will be available in .escat and .esra form of data. These tools are 
being used by knorr-bremse for implementation and testing. This will be converted in 
.xml data by ADMAT tool. After doing this, .xml file will be loaded and then ADMAT 
can generate the selected number of level Trace points in the form of.xml. To find the 
exact tracing, requirements will be seen one by one in the list of Software Modules 
and Test Cases in .xml file. Which requirement will find its software module and test 
case, that requirement will follow the tracing and their modules will search for others 
interlinked software modules logically. The same criteria will be repeated for Test 
Cases. Tracing will be stopped for any requirement till the user select the level of 
architecture. So, it is controlled high level architecture which will provide the total 
number of found traces as well.  
The same criteria will be repeated to find the trace points for the Customer signals. 
Just main difference is to start from customer signals instead of requirements and 
other process will be same. It will also generate the .xml file. It will provide the use 
total number of trace points find at the end as well. 
The other main feature of the tool is to check the progress and performance of the 
particular projects. This is called the KPI2. This just required to save the data 
constantly when the user will use ADMAT for particular project. It will load the file 
from where the data of particular project is being stored. Then it will give the user the 
proper GUI in the form of graphs which will help user to see the full performance of 
the project. ADMAT will record the data for every project when it will be loaded. It will 
be recorded in the form of xml files. For every project, it will make different xml files 
with project name and it will update the data whenever it will be used on the weekly 
basis.  
                                            
2 KPI: Key Performance Indicator are a set of quantifiable measures that a company uses to gauge its 
performance over time. 
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6.1.1  Conversion Requirement Specifications 
To get access to the data of 620 requirement specification file, it is better to extract 
the data which is required for further processing for Requirement tracing and signal 
tracing. This data can easily be used to read every requirement which is being used 
in project and then these requirements are being used to trace the data. Which can 
be seen in Figure 6.1: Converted Requirements specification data in sorted form [13]. 
This does not only extract the data from 620 requirement specification file but also it 
will sort the requirements in increasing order. It can be seen that first requirement is 
R.0097, next is R.0107, then R.0108 and so on. In the 620 Requirement specification 
file, data is present in the form of different columns which are going to be checked 
from top to bottom. The specific table of Requirements and customer signals need to 
be extracted. ADMAT will arrange this information in such a way that every 
requirement will contain its specific signals. Before it was arrange in opposite way in 
620 Requirement specification file. ADMAT needs to separate all requirements. 
Without this data information, it is difficult to trace the requirements and signals, 
except it could ask by user. Because then there will be no way to get the 
requirements of the particular project. 
 
Figure 6.1: Converted Requirements specification data in sorted form [13] 
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6.1.2 Tracing Requirements and Signals 
It is important to trace the software modules and Test Cases after extracting the 
requirements for Requirement tracing and Customer Signals for Signal tracing. But 
this will be done separately. First it is required to have deep search for every 
requirement in software modules as well as in test cases too. After extracting the 
complete list of software modules for requirements then it will be necessary to go for 
further tracing which can be described as software module to software modules and 
test cases to test cases tracing. This can be the most crucial and time-consuming 
part for the ADMAT. Because one software module can occupy many output signals 
and among all these signals some of them can be traced as input signals of other 
software modules. A nice example is shown in Figure 6.2: R.0004 is searching for its 
tracepoints using ADMAT[13]. 
 
Figure 6.2: R.0004 is searching for its tracepoints using ADMAT[13] 
Same results will be gained for the signal. But there will be one difference that it will 
be the input signal of the other software modules and test cases. The remaining 
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tracing criteria will be the same. Software modules and Test cases will furtherly be 
traced and selected level of architecture will be drawn in the xml.  
These XMl’s are really easy to read and understand able. So, it was the best idea to 
create the XML as result. User can eaily access, read and point out the particular 
nodes if required. These XML’s can easily be editable as well which helps the user 
for further proceeding in order to edit some fields for general evaluation. 
6.1.3  Project Execution Examiner 
Now a days, it is very important to get to know what is the performance of the project 
as it is loaded multiple time in the ADMAT. It will calculate the progress at every time 
when the project executed in ADMAT. Every time it will save the information in the 
project file and it will look whether the current week is going on or the week has 
changed. If the week has changed then it will load the value for the next week. So, it 
will save the data on week basis. So when the performance button will be pressed 
then it will show the performance chart of the project. The performance chart can be 
in different ways. These charts can be in different ways. User can choose any  in 
which the chart could see in a fine way. It is not providing the charts to show the 
performance but also the progress of the project currently. One other main feature is 
to show the requirements and their completion or uncompletion information as shown 
in the Figure 6.3: Key Performance for ILINT Project [25]. 
 
Figure 6.3: Key Performance for ILINT Project [25] 
In Figure 6.3: Key Performance for ILINT Project [25], If any button will be clicked 
from the 4th column of any reqirement or signal then it will show the 1st level of 
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tracing for the requirement or signal. It means that it will show the software modules 
and test cases of that selected node. It will contain the information of these test 
cases and software mofules too. It is just to show the user that if the requirement or 
signal is completed then where does it implement and where has been tested. It is 
very important for the user to get to know that where it has been implemented and 
which test case has been writeen for it. An example is shown in the Figure 6.4: Tree 
Structure of R.0430 as completly traced [25]. Where the Requirement R.0430 is 
completely traced because it has software modules as well as test cases. So this 
requirement has implemented and it has tested too. Such kind of requirements are 
denoted as completely traced as shown in the Figure 6.3: Key Performance for ILINT 
Project [25], where the percentage of completely traced, traced and Un-traced of 
nodes are described. It is really important for the leasder of project to get to know the 
exact progress of the project. So it can help the project leader in a fine way. 
 
Figure 6.4: Tree Structure of R.0430 as completly traced [25] 
In order to show the performance of the selected project. It is necessary to show the 
graph in which it will be described how the project was in the start and how it 
progress afterwards. In Figure 6.5: Stacked Bar chart for the performance checking 
QRNG [25], it can be seen that  in start project started slowly but with the passage of 
time it started growing. This helps the user especially the team leader to check the 
performance of the project is going in positive direction, stable or steady. This is one 
of the example in which requirements are also increasing day by day. In such 
example we can see the Completely traced section is increasing. But others are 
acting differently with the passage of time.  
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Figure 6.5: Stacked Bar chart for the performance checking QRNG [25] 
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7 Conclusion 
In modern era of vehicle development, it is important to make your work faster, 
precise, optimized and least complex. Projects get started and it is required to work 
on every requirement of the project and theses requirements can be very complexed 
when they needed to be implemented on the software modules [32]. Some can be so 
complexed that they need to be implemented partially on different software modules. 
Hence it will be really complexed and time consuming if any change required through 
change requirement. It is not easy task to get to know if a simple requirement gets 
changed and to find which software modules need to be modified. The other problem 
is to check the performance and progress of the project. This is also one of the very 
important feature for industries currently. This is auto measurement of the project 
performance and progress. It is needed to help the user to get to know the exact 
advancement in a particular project. 
The basic methodology is to access all the data of related projects and give user the 
opportunity to select multiple files for ADMAT. It could access the data and then 
convert it in a useful information which can easily be accessed later and could be 
used to find the trace points for the particular requirements and signals as well. After 
accessing the data, it is necessary to trace the exact requirements and their related 
information from the data source. This data source contains the information regarding 
implementation and test cases. So ADMAT will find the trace points of selected level 
of architecture. KPI has the work principle on the basis of same data bases. It just 
need the information which requirements have been implemented and which have 
been tested as well. It will not only check the performance but also the progress. 
During this Master thesis, the above stated scientific challenges have been resolved 
by developing a tool called ADMAT which can successfully trace the requirements 
and signals. The tool is also able to trace the progress and performance of complete 
automotive projects along with graphical representation. The tool has been proven to 
centralized the requirement engineering along with user friendly GUI and it improves 
the requirement engineering process of Knorr-Bremse. 
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9 Appendix 
This section contains the information which can not directly be added to the report 
but it can be called as side wise information. Which can help to understand the 
thesis. How the things are mostly implemented and the logical views of the the 
different kind of field in the master thesis. 
9.1 ESRA LAUNCHER 
Esra Launcher was one of the main feature to extract the data in the form of xml in 
order to see proper tracing of the requirements and signals. It is very important to 
conver KB ASCET based data to some usefule source files. So these source files 
could be used furtherly for processing for the Requirement tracing. 
9.1.1 Project Extraction 
ProjectAppl = new ProjectApplication[0]; 
Modules = new Module[0]; 
Files_created = new string[0]; 
proj_appl_list = new string[0]; 
 
proj_appl_path = read_esraz_file(_esraz_file); 
for (int j = 0; j < proj_appl_path.Length; j++) 
{ 
found = false; 
for (int k = 0; k < proj_appl_list.Length; k++) 
{ 
if (proj_appl_path[j] == proj_appl_list[k]) 
{ 
found = true; 
j = proj_appl_list.Length; 
} 
} 
if (found == false) 
{ 
Array.Resize(ref proj_appl_list, proj_appl_list.Length + 1); 
proj_appl_list[proj_appl_list.Length - 1] = proj_appl_path[j]; 
} 
} 
 
 
if (proj_appl_list.Length > 0) 
{ 
/****************************************************************************** 
* SET PROJECT APLICATIONS (BOARDS) 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
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ProjectAppl = new ProjectApplication[proj_appl_list.Length]; 
for (int i = 0; i < proj_appl_list.Length; i++) 
{ 
ProjectAppl[i] = new ProjectApplication(); 
ProjectAppl[i].path = proj_appl_list[i]; 
} 
 
all_path_modules = new string[0, 2]; 
for (int i = 0; i < ProjectAppl.Count(); i++) 
{ 
ProjectAppl[i].extracted_path = extract_path(ProjectAppl[i].path); 
path_modules = ProjectAppl[i].read_xml(); 
for (int j = 0; j < path_modules.GetLength(0); j++) 
{ 
found = false; 
for (int k = 0; k < all_path_modules.GetLength(0); k++) 
{ 
if (path_modules[j, 0] == all_path_modules[k, 0]) 
{ 
found = true; 
k = all_path_modules.GetLength(0); 
} 
} 
if (found == false) 
{ 
all_path_modules = resize_array(all_path_modules); 
x = all_path_modules.GetLength(0) - 1; 
all_path_modules[x, 0] = path_modules[j, 0]; 
all_path_modules[x, 1] = path_modules[j, 1]; 
} 
} 
 
//Search .xml file board exported (ProjAppl.MTDB_path) 
if (Directory.Exists(_MTDB_path) == true) 
{ 
word = _MTDB_path + "\\" + ProjectAppl[i].name + ".xml"; 
if (File.Exists(word) == true) 
{ 
ProjectAppl[i].MTDB_path = word; 
} 
} 
ProjectAppl[i].Tests = new Test[0]; 
} 
 
This piece of code just extracting th e paths of modules and navigating the 
information available in the project as modules names etc. 
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9.1.2 Project Application 
In the following piece of code, it will generate the application for the project in order to 
make the proper results for the Software Modules and Test Cases. It is necessary to 
start XML file. The further proceeding will be done. In following piece of code it will 
just read xml files generated by ESRA: 
public string[,] read_xml() 
{ 
XmlDocument xmlDoc = new XmlDocument(); 
XmlNodeList elementsList; 
int x; 
string[,] path_modules; 
string modelType; 
string doc = _path.Substring(_path.LastIndexOf("\\") + 1); 
doc = doc.Replace(".zip", ""); 
doc = _extracted_path + "\\" + doc + ".main.amd"; 
xmlDoc.Load(doc); 
_name = xmlDoc.SelectSingleNode("//Component").Attributes["name"].Value; 
_OID = xmlDoc.SelectSingleNode("//Component").Attributes["OID"].Value; 
 
modules = new string[0]; 
path_modules = new string[0, 2]; 
elementsList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Component/Elements/Element"); 
 
for (int a = 0; a < elementsList.Count; a++) 
{ 
modelType = 
elementsList[a].SelectSingleNode("ElementAttributes").Attributes["modelType"].Value
; 
if (modelType == "complex") 
{ 
path_modules = resize_array(path_modules); 
x = path_modules.GetLength(0) - 1; 
Array.Resize(ref modules, modules.Length + 1); 
modules[x] = 
elementsList[a].SelectSingleNode("ElementAttributes/ComplexType/ComplexAttribut
es").Attributes["componentID"].Value; 
path_modules[x, 0] = 
elementsList[a].SelectSingleNode("ElementAttributes/ComplexType/ComplexAttribut
es").Attributes["componentID"].Value; 
path_modules[x, 1] = 
elementsList[a].SelectSingleNode("ElementAttributes/ComplexType/ComplexAttribut
es").Attributes["componentName"].Value; 
path_modules[x, 1] = path_modules[x, 1].Replace("/", "\\"); 
} 
} 
return path_modules; 
} 
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9.1.3 Reading MT XML  
In the following code algorithm will read the Module Test XMl files which generted by 
ESRA and saved in one folder and folder was loaded to get the information for 
Software Modules and Test Cases. 
public void read_MT_xml() 
{ 
string[,] IDModules, IDSignals; 
string inID = ""; 
string outID = ""; 
XmlDocument xmlDoc = new XmlDocument(); 
XmlNodeList testsList, testcasesList, modulesList, signalsList, IDSignalDirections, 
reqList; 
 
if (File.Exists(_MTDB_path) == true) 
{ 
xmlDoc.Load(_MTDB_path); 
testsList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Tests/Test"); 
Tests = new Test[testsList.Count]; 
for (int a = 0; a < Tests.Count(); a++) 
{ 
Tests[a] = new Test(); 
Tests[a].ID = testsList[a].Attributes["ID"].Value; 
Tests[a].name = testsList[a].Attributes["Name"].Value; 
 
//Set modules list with the OID from Ascet 
modulesList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Elements/Modules/Module"); 
IDModules = new string[modulesList.Count, 2]; 
for (int b = 0; b < modulesList.Count; b++) 
{ 
IDModules[b, 0] = modulesList[b].Attributes["ID"].Value; 
IDModules[b, 1] = "_" + modulesList[b].Attributes["AscetOID"].Value; 
} 
 
modulesList = testsList[a].SelectNodes("Modules/Module"); 
Tests[a].modules = new string[modulesList.Count]; 
for (int b = 0; b < modulesList.Count; b++) 
{ 
for (int c = 0; c < IDModules.GetLength(0); c++) 
{ 
if (IDModules[c, 0] == modulesList[b].Attributes["ModuleID"].Value) 
{ 
Tests[a].modules[b] = IDModules[c, 1]; 
c = IDModules.GetLength(0); 
} 
} 
} 
 
//Set the Test Cases 
signalsList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Elements/Signals/Signal"); 
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IDSignals = new string[signalsList.Count, 2]; 
for (int b = 0; b < signalsList.Count; b++) 
{ 
IDSignals[b, 0] = signalsList[b].Attributes["ID"].Value; 
IDSignals[b, 1] = signalsList[b].Attributes["Name"].Value; 
} 
testcasesList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Tests/Test/TestCases/TestCase"); 
Tests[a].TestCases = new TestCase[testcasesList.Count]; 
for (int b = 0; b < testcasesList.Count; b++) 
{ 
Tests[a].TestCases[b] = new TestCase(); 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].ID = testcasesList[b].Attributes["TestCaseID"].Value; 
} 
 
testcasesList = xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//TestExport/TestCases/TestCase"); 
for (int b = 0; b < Tests[a].TestCases.Count(); b++) 
{ 
for (int c = 0; c < testcasesList.Count; c++) 
{ 
if (Tests[a].TestCases[b].ID == testcasesList[c].Attributes["ID"].Value) 
{ 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].name = testcasesList[c].Attributes["Name"].Value; 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].last_change = testcasesList[c].Attributes["LastChange"].Value; 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].user = testcasesList[c].Attributes["UserName"].Value; 
//Set the signals list 
IDSignalDirections = 
xmlDoc.SelectNodes("//Elements/SignalDirections/SignalDirection"); 
for (int d = 0; d < IDSignalDirections.Count; d++) 
{ 
if (IDSignalDirections[d].Attributes["Name"].Value == "In") 
{ 
inID = IDSignalDirections[d].Attributes["ID"].Value; 
} 
else if (IDSignalDirections[d].Attributes["Name"].Value == "Out") 
{ 
outID = IDSignalDirections[d].Attributes["ID"].Value; 
} 
} 
signalsList = testcasesList[c].SelectNodes("TCSignals/TCSignal"); 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].signals = new string[signalsList.Count]; 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].inputs = new string[0]; 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].outputs = new string[0]; 
for (int d = 0; d < signalsList.Count; d++) 
{ 
for (int e = 0; e < IDSignals.GetLength(0); e++) 
{ 
if (IDSignals[e, 0] == signalsList[d].Attributes["SignalID"].Value) 
{ 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].signals[d] = IDSignals[e, 1]; 
if (signalsList[d].Attributes["SignalDirectionID"].Value == inID) 
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{ 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].include_in_out(false, IDSignals[e, 1]); 
} 
else if (signalsList[d].Attributes["SignalDirectionID"].Value == outID) 
{ 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].include_in_out(true, IDSignals[e, 1]); 
} 
e = IDSignals.GetLength(0); 
} 
} 
} 
reqList = testcasesList[c].SelectNodes("TestSteps/TestStep/Attributes/Attribute"); 
Tests[a].TestCases[b].set_requirements(reqList); 
c = testcasesList.Count; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
9.1.4 Creating XMl File 
In this chapter, algorithm for creating xml after reading all the information will be 
performed. We will create the XMl file as talked in 9.1.2. This XMl is useful to 
generate the trace points for selected level of architectures by user. 
public void create_xml() 
{ 
XmlDocument xmlDocument; 
XmlElement Project, ProjectApplication, Modules, Module, Requirements, 
Requirement, Inputs, Input, Outputs, Output, TestCases, TestCase; 
 
xmlDocument = new XmlDocument(); 
Project = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Project"); 
Project.SetAttribute("Name", _name); 
xmlDocument.AppendChild(Project); 
 
for (int i = 0; i < ProjectAppl.Count(); i++) 
{ 
ProjectApplication = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Board"); 
ProjectApplication.SetAttribute("Name", ProjectAppl[i].name); 
Project.AppendChild(ProjectApplication); 
 
Modules = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Modules"); 
ProjectApplication.AppendChild(Modules); 
 
for (int j = 0; j < ProjectAppl[i].modules.Length; j++) 
{ 
for (int k = 0; k < this.Modules.Count(); k++) 
{ 
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if (ProjectAppl[i].modules[j] == this.Modules[k].OID) 
{ 
Module = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Module"); 
Module.SetAttribute("name", this.Modules[k].name); 
Modules.AppendChild(Module); 
Requirements = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Requirements"); 
Module.AppendChild(Requirements); 
 
for (int l = 0; l < this.Modules[k].requirements.Length; l++) 
{ 
Requirement = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Requirement"); 
Requirement.SetAttribute("ID", this.Modules[k].requirements[l]); 
Requirements.AppendChild(Requirement); 
} 
 
Inputs = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Inputs"); 
Module.AppendChild(Inputs); 
for (int l = 0; l < this.Modules[k].input_signals.Length; l++) 
{ 
Input = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Input"); 
Input.SetAttribute("name", this.Modules[k].input_signals[l]); 
Inputs.AppendChild(Input); 
} 
 
Outputs = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Outputs"); 
Module.AppendChild(Outputs); 
for (int l = 0; l < this.Modules[k].output_signals.Length; l++) 
{ 
Output = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Output"); 
Output.SetAttribute("name", this.Modules[k].output_signals[l]); 
Outputs.AppendChild(Output); 
} 
k = this.Modules.Count(); 
} 
} 
} 
 
//******ADD TEST CASES******// 
TestCases = xmlDocument.CreateElement("TestCases"); 
ProjectApplication.AppendChild(TestCases); 
for (int j = 0; j < ProjectAppl[i].Tests.Length; j++) 
{ 
for (int k = 0; k < ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases.Length; k++) 
{ 
TestCase = xmlDocument.CreateElement("TestCase"); 
TestCase.SetAttribute("name", ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].name); 
TestCase.SetAttribute("ID", ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].ID); 
TestCases.AppendChild(TestCase); 
 
Requirements = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Requirements"); 
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TestCase.AppendChild(Requirements); 
for (int l = 0; l < ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].requirements.Length; l++) 
{ 
Requirement = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Requirement"); 
Requirement.SetAttribute("ID", ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].requirements[l]); 
} 
Inputs = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Inputs"); 
TestCase.AppendChild(Inputs); 
for (int l = 0; l < ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].inputs.Length; l++) 
{ 
Input = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Input"); 
Input.SetAttribute("name", ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].inputs[l]); 
Inputs.AppendChild(Input); 
} 
Outputs = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Outputs"); 
TestCase.AppendChild(Outputs); 
for (int l = 0; l < ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].outputs.Length; l++) 
{ 
Output = xmlDocument.CreateElement("Outputs"); 
Output.SetAttribute("name", ProjectAppl[i].Tests[j].TestCases[k].outputs[l]); 
Outputs.AppendChild(Output); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
SaveFileDialog savefile = new SaveFileDialog(); 
savefile.FileName = _name + ".xml"; 
if (savefile.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.OK) 
{ 
xmlDocument.Save(savefile.FileName); 
} 
 
} 
9.2 Tracing Requiremnts XML 
 In order to trace the requirements from the big XML’s is the hardest task if it is infinity 
kind of architecture. So user can choose it and it is easy to grab the opportuity to 
select the levels. 
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Flow Chart 9-1: Logical Flow for Requirement Tracing [28] 
 
In Flow Chart 9-1: Logical Flow for Requirement Tracing [28], It has shown the way 
how all tracing will be done gradually. Mostly “620 Requirement Specification files” 
have data in the form of tables. So, it is quite easy to move table by table in order to 
avoid reading the whole data. In case of finding correct table, the algorithm will 
generate an xml with the name of “Conversion.xml” and all the requirements and 
their customer signals are going to be stored in “Conversion.xml”. It will be helpful for 
user as user can check this information. This data is not useable as it is required to 
generate the xml. But it will purify by using some “methods” as written in algorithm. It 
will be discussed more in 5.2.2.  
After writing the data in “Conversion.xml”, it was required to sort the requirements. 
There can be hundreds of requirements so it can be difficult for user to find the 
requirements and then check its traces. It can also consume more time. In order to 
get rid of complexity and to save the time of the user, an algorithm is provided to sort 
the data. But user must keep in mind, this is all done before finding any trace points. 
To sort the requirements software will load the “Conversion.xml”. It will generate a 
new file with “sorted.xml”. In order to sort a sorting algorithm is needed. The main 
issue is to check different kind of Requirements. This is discussed in more detail in 
5.2.2.    
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This “sorted.xml” file will be required to generate the specified no of traces for 
particular requirements. But user needs to load the information which contains the 
information about software modules and test cases. For this purpose, user needs to 
load ESRA generated xml files as exported in 5.1. After loading these files, user can 
choose level of architectures. According to which the trace points are going to be 
found for each requirement found from “620 Requirement Specification file”. User can 
choose the specific location where the file can be saved. After that the file can be 
accessed by user and traces will be found as seen in Figure 5.6: Requirement 
Tracing GUI to find trace points for making further architectures and required files 
[25].Total number of traces can be seen in the GUI of ADMAT v4.0. 
9.2.1 Module Searching 
Some part of the single level of architectural tracing is shown following. In this 
algorithm, it is finding the module information when it has already found the modules 
for the Requirements. It is going to be information which a particular module is 
searching for like Requirements, Input Signals and Output Signals. 
 
public string[,] Search_Modules(string traceable_signal, string[] xml_filelocs) 
{ 
string[,] mod_arr = new string[750, 2], new_mod_arr = new string[750, 2]; 
string board = null; 
for (int p = 0; p < 20; p++) 
{ 
if (xml_filelocs[p] != null) 
{ 
using (XmlReader xReader = XmlReader.Create(xml_filelocs[p])) 
{ 
int i = 0; 
string hh = null; 
while (xReader.Read()) 
{ 
if (xReader.NodeType == XmlNodeType.Element) 
{ 
switch (xReader.Name) 
{ 
case "ProjectApplication": 
board = xReader["Board"]; 
break; 
case "Module": 
hh = xReader["name"]; 
break; 
case "Input": 
string inp = xReader["name"]; 
if (string.Compare(traceable_signal, inp) == 0) 
{ 
mod_arr[i, 0] = hh; 
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mod_arr[i, 1] = board; 
i++; 
} 
break; 
 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for (int q = 0; q < 750; q++) 
{ 
if (mod_arr[q, 0] != null) 
{ 
new_mod_arr[q, 0] = mod_arr[q, 0]; 
new_mod_arr[q, 1] = mod_arr[q, 1]; 
for (int r = 0; r < 750; r++) 
{ 
if (string.Compare(new_mod_arr[q, 0], mod_arr[r, 0]) == 0 && 
string.Compare(new_mod_arr[q, 1], mod_arr[r, 1]) == 0 && mod_arr != null) 
{ 
mod_arr[r, 0] = null; 
mod_arr[r, 1] = null; 
 
} 
} 
} 
} 
return new_mod_arr; 
} 
public string[,] Search_TestCases(string traceable_signal, string[] xml_filelocs) 
{ 
string[,] TestCases_arr = new string[750, 3]; 
string[] new_mod_arr = new string[750]; 
string board = null; 
for (int p = 0; p < 20; p++) 
{ 
if (xml_filelocs[p] != null) 
{ 
using (XmlReader xReader = XmlReader.Create(xml_filelocs[p])) 
{ 
int i = 0; 
string hh_name = null, hh_id = null; 
while (xReader.Read()) 
{ 
if (xReader.NodeType == XmlNodeType.Element) 
{ 
switch (xReader.Name) 
{ 
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case "ProjectApplication": 
board = xReader["Board"]; 
break; 
case "TestCase": 
hh_name = xReader["name"]; 
hh_id = xReader["ID"]; 
break; 
case "Input": 
string inp = xReader["name"]; 
if (string.Compare(traceable_signal, inp) == 0) 
{ 
TestCases_arr[i, 0] = hh_name; 
TestCases_arr[i, 1] = hh_id; 
TestCases_arr[i, 2] = board; 
i++; 
} 
break; 
 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
9.2.2 Extract Requirement 
 
Flow Chart 9-2: Flow diagram for importing 620 Requirement Specification files and storing locations [27] 
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Error! Reference source not found. is specifying the logical way to importing data 
and to save the files location in order to export particular data from the files. It is 
needed to clean the data gird in order to save new files. User can easily observe the 
files selected and can delete if selected wrong files or want to see fewer files. In case 
of choosing wrong file User will get ErrorMessage(). After clearing the data grid, a 
Dialogbox() will demand for selection of files where user can select multiple files by 
Multiselect() option. After importing file software will store this information in the local 
memory by randomly allocating the memory for the Arrays. 
9.2.3 Convert XML 
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Flow Chart 9-3: Flow diagram to convert 620 Requirement Specification data in XML data file [28] 
 
9.2.4 ESRA DATA 
In order to get the trace points, now it is necessary to load the data as generated by 
Error! Reference source not found.. When this data will be loaded then it will be 
used to get the information for the requirements as software modules and test cases. 
Without loading this data, Requirements could not find any level of trace points in any 
case. 
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Flow Chart 9-4: Selection of ESRA based .xml Files [28] 
9.2.5 Tracing Data Implementation 
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Flow Chart 9-5: Tracing Requirement->Module->Test Cases and to further higher level [28] 
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9.3 Performance Checker 
To check the performance of the project, algorithm needs to follow the logical way 
given in Flow Chart 9-6: Reviewing the status of the Requirements and customer 
Signals [28]. This needs to follow according to the given logical diagram. This is the 
diagram according to which performance indicator is working in ADMAT for Knorr-
Bremse. This is one of the basic needs of the knorr-bremse in order to fulfil of the 
requirement of the progress checking device. Which could not only indicate the 
current performance but also compares it with the past and show the proper progress 
of the project since started.   
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Flow Chart 9-6: Reviewing the status of the Requirements and customer Signals [28] 
9.4  Customer Signals Handling 
In this section, signal tracing will be discussed. There is no difference between 
Requirement tracing and the signal tracing it just needs to change in the start. 
Instead of Requirement there will be customer signals. These customer signals will 
find the Software modules and Test Cases first then the same criteria will be followed 
by the software modules and Test Cases. It is very important to see the Flow Chart 
9-7: Tracing Signal->Module->Test Cases and to further higher level [28]. It can be 
clearly seen that there was just a single change in the algorithm. It is just 
interchanging of the signal and ID. 
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Flow Chart 9-7: Tracing Signal->Module->Test Cases and to further higher level [28] 
 
